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ABSTRACT

Paattakainen, Oula
Development and Commissioning of Test Device for Bearings Used in Wind Turbine
Gearbox High Speed Shaft
Master's thesis
Department of Physics, University of Jyväskylä, 28.5.2019, 86 pages.

Wind energy market pressure towards lower levelized cost of energy has led to size optimizations for wind turbine gearboxes which are one of the most important turbine subcomponents in converting the slow rotor speed to high speeds suitable for the electricity
grid connected generator. Gearbox size optimization decreases material costs but in turn
introduces challenges for example for gearbox lubrication solutions. The so called high
speed shaft (HSS) and its bearings are often the most critical components for lubrication.
Because the HSS is connected to the generator its rotational speed is the highest and
therefore it usually also experiences the highest temperatures.

Based on these consid-

erations a component level test device for high speed shaft bearings had been designed.
Process variable measurement system, automation control logic and simulation model
were developed for the test device in the practical part of this thesis. Practical work also
included the commissioning of test device and execution of reference tests. Main goal of
the measurements was to study the lubrication oil's temperature change from bearing inlet
◦
to outlet. It was observed that previously used estimation of increase of 10 C is applicable
only for part of the tested bearings. Analysis of test results was limited by the notion
that the measured torque losses for the test device were signicantly higher than expected
based on theoretical values. However, the practical implementation of measurement and
control system was deemed successful. Increased torque losses were hypothesized to be
due to load independent oil drag losses and therefore future test with HSS bearing tester
should focus on decreasing the drag losses closer to a level corresponding to theory.

Keywords: wind turbine, gearbox, bearings, lubrication, torque losses
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TIIVISTELMÄ

Paattakainen, Oula
Tuuliturbiiniin vaihteiston nopean akselin laakereiden testilaitteen kehitys ja käyttöönotto
Pro gradu -tutkielma
Fysiikan laitos, Jyväskylän yliopisto, 28.5.2019, 86 sivua

Tuulivoiman markkinapaine kohti matalampia tuotantokustannuksia on johtanut tuulivoimalan vaihteistojen koon optimointiin. Vaihteistot ovat yksi tuulivoimalan pääkomponenteista muuttaessaan roottorin hitaan pyörimisnopeuden sähköverkkoon kytketylle
generaattorille sopivaksi korkeaksi nopeudeksi. Vaihteiston koon optimointi alentaa materiaalikustannuksia, mutta aiheuttaa haasteita esimerkiksi voiteluratkaisuille. Vaihteiston
nopea akseli ja sen laakerit ovat usein kriittisimmät komponentit voitelun kannalta. Koska
nopea akseli on kytketty generaattoriin, sen pyörimisnopeus on korkein ja siten usein
myös sen kokemat lämpötilat ovat korkeimmat. Näihin perusteisiin pohjautuen komponenttitason testilaite nopean akselin laakereille oli suunniteltu ennen tämän tutkielman
aloittamista. Tämän tutkielman kokeellisessa osuudessa toteutettiin mittausjärjestelmä
testilaitteen prosessisuureiden mittaukseen sekä laitteiston automaation kontrollilogiikka.
Kokeelliseen osuuteen sisältyi myös laitteiston käyttöönotto ja referenssitestien suoritus.
Mittaustulosten analysoinnissa päätavoite oli tutkia voiteluöljyn lämpötilan muutosta
laakereiden voitelun sisääntulolta ulostulolle. Mittaustulosten pohjalta todettiin että
◦
aiemmin laskennassa käytetty 10 C lämpötilan nousu pätee vain osalle testatuista laakereista. Testitulosten analysointia vaikeutti se, että laitteistosta mitatut momenttihäviöt
olivat huomattavasti korkeammat kuin mitä teoreettisten arvojen pohjalta odotettiin.
Tästä huolimatta työn kokeellisen osan mittaus- ja kontrollijärjestelmän toimivuus todettiin onnistuneeksi.

Kohonneiden momenttihäviöiden oletettiin johtuvan pääosin kuor-

masta riippumattomasta öljyn aiheuttamasta väliaineen vastuksesta. Näin ollen nopean
akselin laakeritestilaitteella suoritettavien seuraavien testien tulisi keskittyä ensimmäisenä
vähentämään väliaineen vastuksesta johtuvia häviöitä teoriaa vastaavalle tasolle.

Avainsanat: tuuliturbiini, vaihteisto, laakerit, voitelu, momenttihäviöt
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1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis was produced at the Research and Development Center of wind turbine gearbox manufacturer Moventas Gears Oy at Jyväskylä, Finland between November 2016
 March 2017 and January 2019  May 2019. Moventas wind turbine gearbox production started in 1980 and the experience in industrial gearboxes of predecessor companies
Metso Drives and Valmet dates back to the 1940s. The mission of Moventas is to provide
innovative drive train solutions to improve wind power competitiveness.
This thesis is part of the international AVANTI project [1] whose goal is to develop
Test methodology for virtual commissioning based on behaviour simulation of production
systems.

This work focuses on the behaviour models of bearings used in wind turbine

gearbox high speed shaft. Behaviour of bearings were studied experimentally and with a
simulation model. The control and measurement logic for the experimental test device as
well as the simulation model were produced in the practical part of this thesis.

1.1

Research background

Wind turbine market pressure is towards lower levelized cost of energy (LCOE) i.e. the
price per produced energy unit is required to decrease.

LCOE is typically dened as

total costs over lifetime divided by total energy produced. Total costs consist of capital
expenditures (CAPEX) and operating expenditures (OPEX).
When LCOE is calculated on a yearly level, the sum of capital and operational expenditures is divided by the annual energy production (AEP). Thus decreasing LCOE requires
decreasing the expenditures or increasing the annual energy production. The impact of
operational expenditures in LCOE is lower than the other two factors. In order to answer to the market pressure, Moventas R & D process is focused on decreasing capital
expenditures. [2]
The capital expenditures of a wind turbine gearbox consists mainly of material costs
which in turn are in principle largely dependent on the amount of raw materials used in
production. Generally, this implies that of gearboxes with similar nominal power rating,
the lighter will have lower LCOE and thus be more competitive.
Based on the considerations in the previous paragraphs, torque density (or specic torque)
measured in Nm/kg has been selected as the key performance indicator (KPI) for Moventas gearbox desing in the prototype phase. Torque density is dened as gearbox nominal
input torque divided by the gearbox total mass. As will be discussed in the next section
torque is directly proportional to the produced power.

Existing and upcoming gear-

box concepts have indicated that increased torque density correlates well with decreased
LCOE. [2]
The strive for increased torque density can be achieved by signicantly increasing the
torque and power throughput of conventional sized gearboxes or by appreciably decreasing the size of current multi-megawatt gearboxes. Naturally simultaneous improvement in
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torque throughput and size is most desirable. Related to this thesis gearbox size optimization is the most relevant factor since it also acts as a driving factor for lubrication system
optimization. Decreased mass generally implies also decreased dimensions of the gearbox.
When a relatively small gearbox is produced it is not practical to nullify this with a large
exterior oil tank.

This then sets constraints for the possible lubrication solutions and

amounts.

1.2

Research motivation

Moventas high speed shaft (HSS) bearing lubrication design is based on calculating the
frictional power losses based on the type of the bearing, rotation speed, and applied loads.
Power losses manifest as heat, increasing the temperature of the bearings and surrounding
structures. Mechanical power in rotating systems is directly proportional to torque
angular velocity

ω

T

and

as

P = T ω.
Similarly the power losses denoted by

NR

are proportional to the frictional moment

M

and the angular velocity

NR = M ω.
As the name implies high speed shaft has the highest rotation speed of the gearbox
components because it is connected to the generator. Since the power losses scale with
rotation velocity the losses and thus temperatures are typically highest at the high speed
shaft and its bearings. Therefore these sub-components of the gearbox were selected as
the test device to be produced.
Lubrication oil is used to lower the friction and to conduct heat away from the bearings.
Heat removal via oil is the main cooling method for gearbox components because the oil is
fed trough the gearbox cooler where heat is removed eciently due to forced convection.
Free convection and radiation from the gearbox outer surface have generally also cooling
eects but are minor compared to forced convection of oil.
In current Moventas design principles it is simply assumed that the temperature of the oil
increases by a predened constant value as it traverses from the inlet to exit. Typically
◦
increase of 10 C has been used as an initial guess. As will be discussed in section 3.1.3
the sucient amount of oil ow rate
and specic heat capacity

c

V̇

can be then calculated with the help of density

as

V̇ =
However, the actual

∆T

ρ

NR
.
cρ∆T

of the oil is unknown, and the power losses are also estimates.

Prototype test run results have indicated that occasionally the temperature of the bearings
has increased too high when theoretical values of oil ow have been used. The conventional
solution for elevated temperatures is to increase the oil ow in order to remove more heat
by convection. On the other hand, excess oil can lead to even higher frictional losses due
to drag, eectively increasing the temperature even further.
As discussed above, the amount of oil should also preferably be low due to gearbox size
optimization. Size optimization is in turn required by the market pressure and in Moventas
design philosophy by the strive for higher torque density.
In addition to experimental studies, simulation of theoretical behaviour of lubrication
system can be improved. Prior to this work, Amesim simulation software from Siemens
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has been commissioned on Moventas for lubrication system modeling. As discussed further
in section 4.4 Amesim can provide preliminary estimates of the performance of the test
device's lubrication system. Conversely, test results can be used as input to improve the
accuracy of simulations.
Furthermore, it should be noted that HSS bearing failures are a major reason for wind
turbine gearbox maintenance breaks.

In a study of 257 gearbox failures HSS bearing

were responsible for 48 % of the failures [3]. With nominal power output wind turbine
gearbox high speed shaft rotational speed is generally in the range of 750  1800 RPM,
depending on generator design and grid frequency. Combination of these high speeds and
alternating loads as well as impact loads are mentioned as causes for the observed failure
cases [4]. In addition, Van Horenbeek et al. [5] found that HSS bearing failures induce the
highest repair costs with 28 % of all the failure modes. Even though this thesis focuses
on lubrication properties, it is evident that the ability to test HSS bearings in controlled
conditions is of signicant importance.

1.3

Thesis statement

Based on the preceding considerations a test device for wind turbine gearbox high speed
shaft bearings had been designed.

Practical assembly of the test device was done by

technicians during the time period used for the thesis. The practical goal of this thesis is
to commission the test device. Commissioning of the test device includes the development
of automation and measurement systems and the execution of reference test runs at
conditions corresponding to actual wind turbine operation. The reference test values are
to be compared theoretical values and simulated values obtained from Amesim simulation
software. Therefore implementation of Amesim simulation model of the test device is also
an important practical goal of this thesis.
The main goal of the thesis is to verify the temperature change of lubrication oil based
on the reference test run results. Additionally, the Amesim bearing behaviour models are
to be updated according to the test results.

12

2

GENERAL BACKGROUND

This section describes the general aspects of the global wind turbine markets. Therefore,
short overviews of the global status of renewable energy and wind power are given in
sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. Additionally, basic properties of modern wind turbines
are introduced in section 2.3.

2.1

Renewable energy globally

Year 2015 saw continued development in the global renewable energy market and a signicant political decision in the form of Paris climate agreement, in which 195 countries
◦
pledged to limit the increase of the global average temperature to below 2 C compared to
pre-industrial levels. Due to its global impact the agreement was even described as historic [6]. Realization of these targets requires increased utilization of renewable energy
sources. Improvements in bearing lubrication modelling leading to more reliable gearbox
performance and increased LCOE is one small practical part of the bigger picture.
According to estimates in REN21 Renewables 2018 Global Status Report [7] global renewable power generating capacity increased by 178 GW in 2017, which accounted for an
estimated 70 % of all new grid connected power in 2017. Installed new renewable capacity
is the highest ever annual gure, continuing the trend of yearly increasing growth rate.
New installations were led by solar photovoltaic (PV) with 98 GW new capacity corresponding to a share of 55 % of the total new renewable capacity.

The added capacity

for solar PV was more than the added capacity from nuclear power and fossil fuels for
power production combined. Wind power had the second highest contribution to the new
renewable capacity with a 29 % share.
The new additions bring the total world renewable electricity capacity to an estimated
value of 2195 GW, or 26.5 % of global power generating capacity as shown in gure 1.
The share of hydropower among the renewables is notable considering that it has been
debated whether large scale hydropower is renewable or sustainable at all [8].
Despite the growth of renewables in electricity production, they continue to have limited
adoption in the heating and transportation sectors which are still dominated by fossil
fuels.

It was estimated in REN21 report that about 16 % of nal energy for heating

and cooling was provided by traditional biomass and about 10 % by modern renewables.
For transportation only 3 % of global transportation was estimated to be powered by
renewables. [7]
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Figure 1: Estimated global electricity production in 2017. Figure from [7].

2.2

Wind power globally

After record year 2015 of new wind power installations, slight decline has been observed
in new installations in 2016 and 2017. New installed capacity of 52 GW in 2017 was still
the third highest annual addition. This continued the growth of wind power bringing the
total global capacity to estimated 539 GW as seen in gure 2. [7]
Decline in growth speed has been mainly attributed to decreased commissioning pace
in China [7].

Additionally, wind power is generally moving to mature or commercial

technology, meaning that new projects are increasingly subsidy-free and driven solely by
market prices. This has however led to so called 'policy gaps' where new installation rate
is stalled by the interim period where countries move from previous support schemes to
market based tenders. [9]
Despite decreased pace in China, it is clear leader in wind power adaptation as summarized
in gure 3. China installed about 20 GW new capacity in 2017, signicantly more than
second largest addition of 7 GW by the US. Total installed capacity in China is assessed to
be approximately 188 GW, or about the third of world total capacity. Although China has
more installed capacity than the whole EU, capacity per capita is the largest in European
countries, namely Denmark, Ireland, Sweden, Germany, and Portugal. [7]
GWEC Annual Market Update 2017 [9] predicts that after slight backtracking, wind
market will return to new annual capacity of over 60 GW by the end of the decade.
Asia is expected to continue to dominate the market by increasing from the current value
of about 230 GW to about 370 GW, representing increase of 140 GW by end of 2022.
During the ve-year period from 2018 to 2022 Europe is expected to install total of 76
GW and North America total of 54 GW new capacity. Overall, the prediction is total
global capacity of about 840 GW by the end of 2022, an increase of approximately 56 %
of the current value of 539 GW. Annually installed capacity is expected uctuate between
53  67 GW with the cumulative capacity growth rate slightly decreasing yearly, as shown
in gure 4. Therefore demand for decreased LCOE is clear from business perspective. If
growing prots are expected, improvements based on research are required.
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Figure 2: Estimated global wind power capacity from 2007 to 2017. Figure from [7].

Figure 3: Added wind power capacity by countries in 2017. Figure from [7].
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Figure 4: Wind power market prediction. Figure from [9].

2.3

Wind turbines

Fundamentally the mission of a wind turbine is to convert the kinetic energy of wind to
the mechanical energy of rotation.

Mechanical energy can be used directly, mostly in

traditional applications like driving the millstone, but in modern use it is usually further
converted to hydraulic, thermal, or electrical energy [10, pp. 46]. This text is focused on
the most important modern application: generation of electricity. Furthermore, from now
on the term wind turbine refers exclusively to turbines used for electricity production.
Harnessing the wind can be based on drag or lift forces, but drag is mainly used only for
measuring devices. Wind turbines based on lift force can be distinguished by their axis
of rotation. In practical modern wind turbines the rotor faces the wind and consequently
the rotor shaft is parallel to ground, or horizontal, and the turbines are called horizontal
axis wind turbines (HAWT). [10]
Conversely in the other setup the main rotor shaft is vertical and the turbines are called
vertical axis wind turbines (VAWT). VAWTs can operate irrespective of the wind direction, but are not adopted for utility scale electricity production. Twele and Gasch [10,
pp. 46] mention nervous dynamics and the weak winds close to the ground as the main
reasons why VAWTs are not favoured. Jamieson [11, pp. 221] concludes that the optimum design tip speed ratio of a HAWT is around twice that of a VAWT and that the
maximum power coecient

Cp

The tip speed ratio (TSR)

λ

is 1520% greater.

for wind turbines is dened as the ratio of circumferential

speed at the blade tip and the undisturbed upstream wind speed
at angular velocity

ω

and rotor radius

R

V.

For HAWT rotating

the TSR is thus

λ=

ωR
.
V

Higher tip speed ratio is not automatically better design because it requires stronger
materials for faster rotating blades. Higher power coecient however directly means that
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greater part of wind energy is extracted by the turbine. Power coecient is dened as

Cp =
where

P

is the driving mechanical power,

P

,
1
ρAV 3
2
ρ

the air density, and

A

the area swept by

the turbine. The power coecient depends on the tip speed ratio and has a maximum
theoretical value called the Betz limit

Cp,Betz =

16
≈ 0.59.
27

[10, pp. 34]

A general design of horizontal axis wind turbine is shown in gure 5. The airfoil shape of
the rotor blades is utilized to convert the kinetic energy of wind into rotation of the rotor.
Usually the rotor faces the wind i.e. they are upwind rotors. Downwind rotors are also
possible but not generally used, their key drawback being the interference induced to the
wind ow by the tower. Irregular ow pattern behind the tower lead to alternating loads,
which in turn generate noise and undesired fatigue to the turbine components. [10, pp. 48]
The rotor blades are connected to the hub which in turn connects to the other drive train
components via the low-speed shaft. This low-speed (or main) shaft can be supported by
rotor bearings on both ends, or the gearbox can be used as the second support. The drive
train components and the associated electronics are located inside the nacelle.
Typically, the rotor speed is in the range of about 520 RPM and the required rotational
speed to drive the grid connected high speed generator can range from 750 to 1800 RPM
depending on the grid frequency (50 or 60 Hz) and the number of generator poles. The
increase in rotational speed is achieved with the gearbox. Typically modern high speed
generators have at least two poles. This reduces the synchronous rotational speed requirement in a 50 Hz grid from 3000 to 1500 RPM [10]. Thus typical transmission ratios are
around 100. More detailed description of wind turbine gearboxes is given in chapter 3.2.
Since the 1990s wind turbines with so called direct drive generators have emerged to challenge the conventional gearbox designs. Because gearbox failures tend to cause one of the
longest maintenance breaks and because gearbox is one of the highest priced components
of wind turbines [12], the idea of direct drive technology is to omit the gearbox completely.
Thus in the direct drive system the generator rotor speed is the same as the turbine rotor speed.

According to Polinder et al.

[13] this setup requires a large and expensive

generator to produce suitable frequencies for the power grid connection. They also state
that such low speed generators are less ecient than high speed generators. Therefore,
conventional gearbox solutions are still considered cheaper and lighter than direct drive
designs [11, pp. 115].
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Figure 5: Typical horizontal axis wind turbine as pictured by Márquez et al. [14] The
numbered components are 1. foundation, 2. tower, 3. blades, 4. anemometer and vane,
5. nacelle, 6. pitch system, 7. hub, 8. main bearing, 9. low-speed shaft, 10. gearbox, 11.
high speed shaft, 12. brake, 13. generator, 14. yaw system, 15. converter, 16. bedplate.
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3

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF BEARINGS, WIND TURBINE
GEARBOXES AND THEIR HEAT TRANSFER MODELS

Since bearings are the main machine element under testing, they are introduced at the
beginning of this chapter in section 3.1. This section examines the basic principles and
designs of bearings, with focus on bearing power loss models. Additionally, bearing lubrication is introduced. After this brief overview of wind turbine gearboxes is given in
the beginning of section 3.2.

This is followed by introduction of the gearbox and high

speed shaft under testing as well as general wind turbine gearbox design principles. Power
losses in bearings manifest as heat and consequently dierent heat transfer modes are discussed in section 3.3. Estimates of total heat transfer are considered after individual heat
transfer modes. Introduction to the utilized simulation software Amesim is presented in
section 3.4.

3.1

Bearings

The primary purpose of a bearing is to support load while allowing relative motion of
two machine elements on desired axes. Since each element of a machine has a total of
six degrees of freedom (three translational and three rotational) constraining of relative
motion is important. For example, a shaft is generally wanted to rotate on one axis and
for that bearings are used to constrain ve DOFs while allowing the shaft to rotate on
the wanted axis. Additionally, bearings reduce friction but generally require lubrication
to achieve this. [15, 16]

3.1.1 Types and structures
There are many dierent types of bearings, and they can be classied for example based
on the type of motion to linear and rotary motion bearings, or based on type of contact
to mechanical contact and non-contact bearings. This section focuses on bearings used
for rotary motion since the principal motion of gearbox parts is rotation.
Examples of non-contact bearings include magnetic and uid bearings.

As the names

suggest, in these concepts the load is supported by magnetic eld or uid lm.

Fluid

bearings can be further divided to hydrostatic and hydrodynamic bearings. In hydrodynamic bearings the lubricating uid lm is formed by high relative speed of the bearing
surfaces leading to high pressure, whereas in hydrostatic bearings the uid is externally
pressurized. [16]
Mechanical contact bearings can be generally divided to plain bearings and rolling element
bearings. Plain bearings are the simplest bearings where the moving surface slides over the
housing. Some plain bearings can operate without lubrication but generally lubrication
is required [16]. Thus the classication to uid bearings and mechanical contact bearings
is somewhat ambiguous and overlapping.
Due to their simplicity plain bearings are cheap and require little space.

They are an

interesting design for the future but have not yet been adopted widely to wind turbine
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(a) Basic rolling element bearing nomenclature. Figure
from [18].

(b) Bearing dimensions from
the SKF catalogue [19].

Figure 6

gearboxes. Main reason for this is the changing load conditions of wind turbines. Bearings
in wind turbines require lubrication lm which requires sucient speed to be maintained.
Thus plain bearings are challenging to lubricate during low winds when the rotor is rotating slowly, and at start-up situation when the initial rotor speed is zero.
The most widely used bearings in industrial applications are rolling element bearings.
Rolling element bearings can be generally divided by their rolling elements to ball and
roller bearings. Ball bearings have usually lower friction and lower costs. On the other
hand, roller bearings have better load capacity and longer fatigue life because rollers
share the load on a linear area whereas in a ball the contact area is essentially a point.
Consequently, rolling element bearings are favoured in high load and high speed applications. [17]
The design principle for rolling element bearings is to convert the sliding friction inherent
in plain bearings to rolling friction of the rolling elements. The coecient of friction for
rolling can be order of magnitude lower than for sliding [16]. Main components of rolling
element bearings are shown in gure 6a. Bearing outer race is tted to the housing of
structure and the inner race to the supported shaft. The rolling elements are typically
connected by a cage or retainer which holds the rollers or balls in place and prohibits
them from touching each other.
rolling element diameter

dB

Additionally, contact angle

θ,

pitch diameter

dP ,

and

are shown in gure 6a.

Typical rolling element bearings and their possible load directions are shown in gure 7.
The most common (deep grove) ball bearings can support radial and light axial loads, and
thrust ball bearings are used exclusively for axial loads. Normal cylindrical roller bearings
support radial loads but axial loads very poorly. In order to support also axial loads, the
cylinder is tapered into conical shape in so called tapered roller bearings. Tapered roller
bearings support axial load only in one direction but they can be assembled in pairs to
allow for loads into both axial directions.

Of similar design to tapered roller bearing
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Figure 7: Typical rolling element bearings. The arrows express the possible load directions
with stronger arrow representing better load carrying capacity in the respective direction.
Figure from [20].

pair are spherical roller bearings where one of the raceways is spherical and the rollers
are barrel shaped.

Only one row of spherical rollers is enough to support loads in all

directions, but the two row conguration seen in gure 7 is the most usual. Other designs
not shown include for example angular contact ball bearings which have asymmetric
raceways allowing for axial and radial loads, and needle roller bearings where the rollers
are much smaller than normal cylinders.

3.1.2 Power losses in rolling element bearings
Power losses in bearings will be discussed from the point of view of rolling element bearings since the tested bearings are of this category, as will be discussed in section 3.2.2.
Furthermore, it should be noted that multiple dierent models for rolling bearing power
losses have been presented [21, pp. 59]. Generally simpler models do not consider load
independent losses while advanced models take these into account.

Load independent

losses manifest mainly from the drag caused by the lubrication oil.
In the scope of this work only the models from bearing manufacturers SKF and Schaefer are presented because SKF models are used in Moventas bearing design calculations,
and Amesim uses the Schaeer model among others for simulation.

It should be also

noted that bearing dimensions are by convention expressed in millimetres and consequently the frictional torques are conventionally given in (Nmm) units. This convention
is retained here.
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3.1.2.1 Simple models

Simple forms of frictional power losses typically assume a

constant friction coecient

µ

and do not take load independent losses into account. The

frictional moment is then simply

M = µF r =
where

P

µP dm
,
2

(Nmm)

(1)

is the equivalent dynamic load from combined axial and radial forces and

dm

is

the bearing mean diameter

d+D
,
2
D the outer

dm =
where

d

is the bearing bore diameter and

diameter as shown in gure 6b.

As recount by Fernandes [21, pp. 63], the so called Coulomb model assumes vectorially
added loads for the equivalent dynamic load

P =
where

Fr

and

Fa

p
Fr2 + Fa2 ,

(2)

are the radial and axial loads, respectively.

A slightly more complex

model is the so called simple SKF model [19]. According to this model a quick estimate
of bearing power losses can be calculated from

M=

µP d
2

(Nmm).

It should be noted that here the bearing bore diameter
diameter

dm .

d

is used in stead of the mean

The SKF simple model uses the general form of the equivalent dynamic

load

P = XFr + Y Fa .
The coecients

X

and

Y

(3)

depend on the bearing type and ratio of forces

ratio is usually compared to characteristic ratio

e

Fa /Fr .

This

which is a bearing parameter

Since power losses in rotating system can be calculated from the product of angular
velocity

ω

and frictional moment, the general form for frictional power losses

NR = ωM =

πn
2πn
M = µP dm
,
60
60

where the angular velocity is replaced by rotational speed

(W)

NR

is

(4)

n and the frictional torque must

be converted to SI units of (Nm).
The SKF model expresses this equivalently as

NR = 1.05 × 10−4 M n = 5.24 × 10−5 µP dn ,
where the factor

1.05 × 10−4 ≈

(W)

(5)

2π
60 · 1000

arises from the fact that the frictional torque is given in (Nmm).
The friction coecient

µ

depends on the bearing type and ranges from 0.001 to 0.005.

The above estimate is only valid in normal operating conditions with good lubrication
and at loads corresponding to 10 % of the bearing's rated capacity. [19]
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(a) Due to deformation of elastic surfaces the contact area is elliptical and
the motion pure rolling only at specic
points.

(b) Inlet shear heating reduction factor
takes into account the situation where
part of the lubrication oil is owing
back towards inlet. Figure from [22].

Figure 8

3.1.2.2 New SKF model

The so called new SKF model [22] considers frictional

losses from rolling and sliding motions as well as losses from bearing seals and drag.
Accordingly, the total frictional moment is expressed as

M = Mrr + Msl + Mseal + Mdrag

(Nmm).

Even though rolling element bearings aim to reduce friction by utilizing rolling friction
in place of sliding friction, the contact between rollers and the bearing raceway is pure
rolling only at specic points. This is because applied loads deform the surfaces, resulting
in elliptical contact areas as described in gure 8a.
Rolling frictional moment is given by

Mrr = ϕish ϕrs Grr (νn)0.6 ,

(Nmm)

(6)

where

• ϕish

is the inlet shear heating reduction factor describing the fact than not all of

the lubrication oil is fed to the contact area, rather causing an reverse ow as in
gure 8b.

• ϕrs

is the kinematic replenishment/starvation factor which accounts for situations

where not enough lubricant is injected to replenish the lubricant displaced by the
rollers

• Grr
• ν

is a variable depending on the bearing type, dimensions, and applied loads

is the kinematic viscosity of the lubricant and

n

the rotational speed.

Due to complexity of the full equations and factors bearing calculations are done with dedicated programs and in this context the preceding and following factors are not presented
in detail. Details can be found in the SKF frictional model theory [22].
Sliding frictional moment is

Msl = Gsl µsl

(Nmm).

(7)
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Here

Gsl

is analogous to coecient

Grr

for sliding motion and

µsl

is the sliding friction

coecient. Seal losses are expressed as

Mseal = KS1 dβs + KS2
Here

ds

(Nmm).

is the seal counter-face diameter and all the other constants dependent on the

seal and bearing type.
Drag losses are calculated depending on oil inlet conditions, bearing type, dimensions and
operating conditions. The full empirical equation for roller element bearings in oil bath
lubrication is

Mdrag =

4VM Kroll CW Bd4m n2

+ 1.093 ×

10−7 n2 d3m

Factors considered before retain their usual meanings.



nd2m ft
ν

−1.379
RS .

(8)

Other variables included in the

drag loss calculation are

• VM

is the drag loss factor, which depends on the height of the oil level inside the

bearing

• Kroll
• CW

is a factor depending on bearing geometry

is a polynomial factor depending on bearing dimensions

• B

is the bearing width

• ft

is a geometrical term depending on the bearing mean diameter and oil level

• RS

is a factor depending on bearing geometry and oil level

Finally, the value calculated for drag losses in oil bath is multiplied by a factor of

2

in

the case of oil jet lubrication, which is in use in the current application. Power losses are
again calculated from equation (5).

3.1.2.3 Schaeer model

The Schaeer model [23] is similar to the SKF as it con-

siders rolling and sliding friction losses as well as uid friction losses. Schaeer model is
also relevant because the simulation software Amesim uses the same equations. The total
frictional torque in this model is

M = M0 + M1 ,
where

M0

(Nmm)

depends on rotation speed and consists in principle of losses due to uid ow

resistance, and

M1

accounts for the load dependent losses.

Speed dependent frictional

torque is given by

M0 = f0 · (νn)2/3 d3m · 10−7

(Nmm).

(9)

is a friction factor dependent on bearing type and dimensions, ν oil kinematic
2 −1
viscosity in (mm /s ), n and dm are the rotational speed and bearing mean diameter
Here

f0

as before. If the product of kinematic viscosity and rotation speed is below

2000,

it is

replaced by this constant value.
Load dependent frictional torque is calculated from

M1 = f1 P1 dm

(Nmm).

(10)
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Again,

f1

is a friction factor dependent of the bearing and the mean diameter.

equivalent dynamic load

The

P1 has the same form as in the SKF model shown in equation (3).

Since cylindrical roller bearings are normally designed to support only radial loads they
have

X=1

and

Y =0

in equation (3). And thus the load dependent frictional moment

takes the form

M1 = f1 Fr dm ,

(Nmm)

for cylindrical roller bearings.
Power losses in the Schaeer model are given as

NR = (M0 + M1 ) ·
where yet another approximation for

n
,
9550

(W)

(11)

2π/60 is used and correction for millimetres applied.

If axial load is applied to cylindrical roller bearings additional frictional moment of the
form

M2 = f2 Fa dm

(12)

ensues. Since CRBs should not be loaded axially in normal operation, this moment is not
considered here. The frictional factors

f0

and

f1

can be read from bearing catalogues [23],

and are given when relevant calculations are executed in section 5.

3.1.2.4 Amesim model

Amesim is a simulation software from Siemens PLM Sofware

company incorporating for example electrical, uid, control logic, and mechanical libraries
in a so called multi-physics simulation software [24]. The software was developed by LMS
International which was bought in 2012 by Siemens [25]. Development was started over 20
years ago by Imagine S.A. which had been previously bought by LMS. Previous developers
are noted in the full name: LMS Imagine.Lab Amesim.
Unlike the other discussed models, Amesim considers the torque values in SI units of
(Nm). Also, the relevant diameter for calculations is denoted  Dm , diameter of the axis
to the center of rolls.

This is however equivalent to the bearing mean diameter

dm

discussed in the previous section.
The total frictional torque is presented as

M = Moil + Mradial L + Maxial L ,
which is equivalent to the Schaeer formation. The oil losses have a form

Moil = f0 · (νn)2/3 d3m · 9.78 × 10−2

(Nm).

(13)

This is otherwise equivalent to equation (9) except for the dierent coecient due to use
of (m) instead of (mm), and again applies for

νn > 2000.

The frictional torque due to equivalent radial load is

Mradial L = C1 f1 (P0 + P1 )dm ,
which is again similar to equation (10). Coecient
empirically, and

P0

=

0.

P0

(Nm)

C1

is the equivalent static preload.

(14)

can be used to adjust the losses

If the bearings are not preloaded

The axial load equation in Amesim is identical to the Schaeer form in

equation (12). Since the frictional torques are given (Nm), Amesim calculates the power
losses from (4)

NR = ωM =

πnM
30

(W).

(15)
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3.1.3 Estimation of required lubrication
A quick estimation of the required lubrication ow rate for a bearing can be obtained as
follows. Starting with the denition of heat capacity as the amount of heat
per temperature change

∆T

Q transferred

as

C=

Q
,
∆T

or using specic heat capacity and mass

cm =
Here

∆T

Q
.
∆T

should be taken as the temperature change of the lubricant from inlet to outlet.

Now expressing the mass of the uid with density

cρV =

ρ

and volume

V

we have

Q
∆T

and taking the time derivative

cρ

dV
1 dQ
=
.
dt
∆T dt

Assuming for simplicity that all of the frictional power losses

NR

and transferred to the lubrication oil, that is to say

cρV̇ =
Now the required lubrication ow rate

V̇

NR

is equal to

are converted to heat

dQ/dt,

we can write

NR
.
∆T

is

V̇ =

NR
.
cρ∆T

Using the simple model for the bearing power losses from equation (4), the ow rate can
be expressed as

V̇ =

µP dπn
.
60 cρ∆T

Alternatively, using the more general frictional moment, the required ow rate is

V̇ =

3.2

πnM
.
30 cρ∆T

(16)

Wind turbine gearboxes

Simplest gears are spur gears shown in gure 9.

When two teeth of spur gears come

into contact they meet in a line contact across the width of the teeth. Improvement over
simple spur gears are helical gears in which the teeth are at an angle with respect to the
rotation axis. This causes the tooth two meet at a single point when they start meshing.
Initial point contact is favourable to line contact as it produces less noise and stresses the
tooth less, resulting in better endurance of gears. Helical gears also have always two teeth
pairs in contact [10], reducing the load carried by a single tooth. Due to these features
helical gears are often preferred if demanding operating conditions are expected.
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Figure 9: Simple spur gears. Figure from

http://www.hercus.com.au/spur-gears/.

Figure 10: In the epicyclic gearing the planet gears guided by the planet carrier mesh
with both the central sun gear and the outer ring gear. Figure from [26]
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According to Twele et al. [10] gearboxes with parallel axis gears (i.e. simple spur or helical gears) cease to be cost eective as the rated output power of turbine is greater than

500 kW.

Increased output power generally means higher transmission ratios and therefore

modern gearboxes utilize the planetary (or epicyclic) gearing shown in gure 10. Planetary gears achieve the same transmission ratio as parallel axis with smaller dimensions.
Eectively planetary gears have higher power density.
Planetary gear design consists of the sun gear (or shaft), planet gears, the planet carrier,
and the ring gear.

The purpose of the planet carrier is to hold the planet gears xed

relative to each other but it can also act as input or output of the gearing. Planet gears
mesh with both the sun and ring gear, and based on symmetry considerations usually
three or more planets are used. The planets are one of the reasons why epicyclic gearing
is ecient. In an ideal situation the input torque is shared equally between the planets.
Generally smaller loads lead to smaller dimensions and thus the power density is increased.
Depending on desired application either the carrier, sun, or ring can be held stationary
while the other two operate as in- and outputs. Modern multi MW class turbines with high
speed generator typically employ multi stage gearboxes with 12 planetary and parallel
axis stages.

3.2.1 Gearbox design under testing
The tested high speed shaft and bearings are taken from a Moventas serial production
3 MW gearbox. The considered gearbox consists of two planetary and one helical stage
as shown in gure 11. The turbine rotor hub is connected via the main shaft to the rst
planetary stage planet carrier of the gearbox. Therefore the planet carrier acts as input
to the rst stage. The ring gear is held stationary and thus the sun shaft acts as output
of the rst stage. In this setup the stage functions as overdrive gearbox with ratio [10]

i1 = 1 +
where

Nr

and

Ns

Nr1
Ns1

are number of teeth in ring and sun gears, respectively. Typically the

number of teeth in ring gear is few times the number of teeth in the sun and thus the
transmission ratio for the planetary stage is about 5.
Sun shaft of rst stage connects to the planet carrier of the second stage which operates
similarly as the rst stage. The second stage's sun shaft connects to the high-intermediate
speed shaft (or hollow shaft, because usually this shaft is hollow for electronics etc.
throughput.) High-intermediate speed shaft (HISS) and high speed shaft (HSS) are connected with helical toothing, and form the third and nal stage of the gearbox. HSS is
connected to the generator and thus operates as the output of the whole gearbox. The
transmission ratio for the helical stage is simply

i3 =

NHISS
.
NHSS

Thus the total ratio of the gearbox is

itotal




Nr1
Nr2 NHISS
= i1 i2 i3 = 1 +
1+
.
Ns1
Ns2 NHSS
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Figure 11:

Isometric view of the gearbox design from which the tested bearings are

obtained. Section used in the test device is noted with the rectangle. Tested bearings are
detailed in gure 12.

Figure 12:

Schematic view of the tested gearbox design with elements 1.

output to

generator, 2. tapered roller bearing pair, 3. cylindrical roller bearing, 4. high speed shaft,
5. high intermediate speed shaft
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3.2.2 High speed shaft under testing
The tested high speed shaft is shown with other gearbox component in gure 12. HSS
bearings support the loads transmitted by the high speed stage toothing and the generator coupling. The helical gears of the high speed stage transmit axial and radial forces
to the high speed shaft and the generator coupling transmits mainly axial forces.

Ad-

ditionally, the shaft and bearings can experience strong shock forces from the generator
braking system.
Cylindrical roller bearing situated rotor, or upwind, side of the HSS toothing is used to
support only radial load. Tapered roller bearing pair situated generator, or downwind,
side of the HSS toothing instead supports both axial and radial loads. The assembly of
the shaft and bearings in the test setup is discussed in section 4.1.

3.2.3 Design of wind turbine gearbox
Design of wind turbine gearboxes in utility size is driven by customer needs and specications. One of the most important design parameters is the load duration distribution
(LDD) which shows the expected durations for dierent main shaft torque and rotor speed
levels. These values are used as main input parameters for the wind turbine gearbox. LDD
is composed from the statistical wind conditions which are predicted for the wind turbine
operating lifetime.

Thus the operating lifetime is closely related to LDD and is also a

main design parameter. Typically the designed lifetime of wind turbines is 20 years but
current designs are starting to aim at 25 years.
LDD levels with longest durations should correspond to nominal rating of the wind turbine
i.e. the conditions for which the turbine is designed to operate. This is shown in typical
LDD rainow diagram at gure 13 where the nominal torque can be seen as a at region.
Other nominal values are electrical and mechanical power, rotor speed, and generator
speed.

Nominal torque and rotor speed yield the nominal mechanical power and the

nominal electrical power is calculated from this by accounting for power losses. Nominal
generator speed is dened by grid requirements and together with nominal rotor speed
they dene the gearbox transfer ratio. Further design values specied by the customer
are for example nacelle height, rotor diameter, gearbox dimensions, and the standards
and safety factors for which the design should be based on.
Following the customer specication, the actual gearbox design is started from gear tooth
calculations.

Toothing design is based on LDD because the gears must be designed to

transmit the expected torques without failures. The total transmission ratio and gearbox
dimensions constrain teeth design since the transmission ratio must be achieved by combining the number of teeth appropriately, and since the dimensions of the gears mainly
dene the gearbox size. Considering the tested design of two planetary and one helical
stages in a simplied picture, the teeth design progresses as follows.

Calculations are

started from the rst planetary stage, and once suitable concept is achieved the choices
of tooth combinations are repeated for the second planetary stage. After this the helical
stage ratio is already constrained to be within the tolerance for the total ratio since it is
specied by the customer. This process can then be iterated to nd the optimum design.
The designing of bearings is done after the toothing calculations because the teeth transmit the torque and bearings are used to support the associated loads. Again, LDD is an
important design parameter and other basic input values are the forces acting on the bear-
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Figure 13: Example of rainow diagram for accumulated cycles on corresponding load
levels. The nominal torque is visible as the plateau.

ing, the rotation speeds, operating temperature, and lubrication properties. More precise
analysis accounts for example the load distribution over rolling elements, edge loading
eects, and exible contacts between the rollers and the raceways. The results from bearing calculations include for instance the bearing type, dimensions, lifetime ratings, and
bearing loads. The design of the remaining parts of the gearbox, including for example
the lubrication system and casing, is done after the toothing and bearing calculations are
nished.

3.3

Heat transfer

As formulated by Böckh and Wetzel [27, pp. 1] heat transfer is the transport of thermal
energy, due to a spacial temperature dierence. In addition they state that if a spacial
temperature dierence is present within a system or between systems in thermal contact
to each other, heat transfer occurs. The authors discuss that fundamental heat transfer
modes are only thermal conduction and thermal radiation. However, due to dierences
in calculation methods, convection is generally separated from conduction. Generally, all
modes of heat transfer occur simultaneously. Unless otherwise noted this section mainly
follows the presentation of Böckh and Wetzel [27].
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3.3.1 Thermal convection
Heat transfer by thermal convection can be divided to free and forced convection. Free
convection is the natural ow of uid due to gravity and established by density gradient.
Density gradients in turn are caused by temperature dierences in the uid. Forced convection is the ow established external source such as a pump. Since a gearbox lubrication
system operates with pumps this section is focused on forced convection.
Convection heat ux

q̇v

can be presented with convective heat transfer coecient

h

and

temperature dierence as [27]

q̇v = h(T1 − T2 ) .
Heat rate is gathered by integrating over the surface area of interest, or in a simple case
by multiplying with heat transfer surface area. Wind turbine gearboxes in this context
can be considered as bulk objects and thus multiplication of surface area is used leading
to

Q̇v = hA(T1 − T2 ) .

(17)

Alternatively this can expressed with thermal resitance

R

which is the reciprocal of the

product of heat transfer coecient and heat transfer area

R=
Then

Q̇v =

1
.
hA

(18)

T1 − T2
.
R

(19)

Dimensionless numbers encountered in uid mechanics are used typically used in bearing
ow correlations as described later in this section.

Therefore derivation of Reynolds,

Prandtl, and Nusselt numbers is introduced here following the presentation of White [28].
For bearing lubrication in wind turbine gearboxes several assumptions are made. Lubrication oils are Newtonian and incompressible uids, i.e. their viscosity does not depend
on the shear stress and their density is constant. Also, the eects of gravity are negligible compared to pressure gradients produced by pumps, as is usual for forced convection
ows. Finally, the experimental measurements are to be carried out under steady state
conditions. Therefore time derivatives can be generally taken to zero.
Conservation of mass, or continuity equation is introduced rst because it is used to derive
further results. Continuity equation in general form is

∂ρ
+ ∇ · (ρV~ ) = 0 ,
∂t
where

∇·

is the vector divergence operator and

eld. With assumptions of steady state (∂t

= 0)

V~

(20)

is the three dimensional ow velocity

and incompressible uid (ρ = constant)

this simplies to

∇ · V~ = 0 .

(21)

Secondly, conservation of linear momentum, or equation of motion

ρ~g − ∇p + ∇ · τij = ρ

dV~
.
dt
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Here

~g

is gravity,

derivative

p

pressure,

τij

viscous shear stress tensor and

dV~ /dt

the total time

dV~
∂ V~
∂ V~
∂ V~
∂ V~
=
+ Vx
+ Vy
+ Vz
.
dt
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z

For Newtonian uids such as lubrication oils the equation of motion reduces to the NavierStokes equation

ρ

dV~
= ρ~g − ∇p + µ∇2 V~ .
dt

Since eects of gravity are considered negligible we have for the current case

dV~
∇p µ 2 ~
=−
+ ∇V.
dt
ρ
ρ
With the considered assumptions for lubrication oils, Navier-Stokes equation is applicable
for the current study. It should be also noted that angular momentum equations seem
natural for a study of rotating machinery.

However the form of linear momentum is

sucient for the current study.
Navier-Stokes equation can be non-dimensionalized with following dimensionless variables

V~
V~ ∗ =
U

∇∗ = L∇
t∗ =

Here

U

and

L

tU
L

p∗ =

x∗ =

x
L

p
.
ρU 2

are the characteristic velocity and length scales of the system. With these

variables the non-dimesional form of Navier-Stokes equation is

dV~ ∗
µ
1
= −∇∗ p∗ +
(∇∗ )2 V~ ∗ = −∇∗ p∗ +
(∇∗ )2 V~ ∗ .
dt
ρU L
Re

(22)

Here the dimensioless Reynolds number is recognized as

Re

=

ρU L
.
µ

(23)

Reynolds number describes the ratio of inertial and viscous forces in the ow and can
be used to determine whether the ow is laminar or turbulent. Low Re ow is laminar
and dominated by viscous eects, and as Re increases the ow begins to be dominated
by inertial forces turning to turbulent after transition region.
Similarly, dimensionless Prandtl number can be extracted from conservation of energy.
As for the continuity and linear momentum equations, many dierent forms of the energy
equation exist and are equivalent. For the present study the relevant form is

ρ
Here

k

du
+ ρ(∇ · V~ ) = ∇ · (k∇T ) + Φ .
dt

is the thermal conductivity and

Φ

the viscous dissipation function. Customarily

the internal energy is assumed to be of the form

du ≈ cv dT

where

cv

is the heat capacity.
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Based on the previous assumption of incompressible ow we have from continuity equation (21) that

∇ · V~ = 0.

Therefore

ρcv

dT
= ∇ · (k∇T ) + Φ .
dt

Since the aim in this work is to do measurements mainly in temperature balanced situations, eects of temperature changes on the variables are not signicant. Similarly since
bulk oil volumes are considered, atomic level eects are negligible.

Therefore constant

heat capacity, viscosity, and thermal conductivity are assumed and the energy equation
can be written as

ρcv

dT
= k∇2 T + Φ .
dt

With uid at rest or small velocities the viscous dissipation function

Φ

can be regarded

negligible. Further, it is reasoned that in such a process only enthalpy and not internal
energy changes.

Therefore constant volume heat capacity

pressure heat capacity

cp

cv

is replaced by constant

[28, pp. 248]. Now

dT
k 2
=
∇ T.
dt
ρcp
Similary to equation of motion, this form of enerqy equation can be set to a nondimensional form. The result is [27]

dT ∗
k µ
1 1
=
(∇∗ )2 T ∗ =
(∇∗ )2 T ∗ .
dt
µcp ρU L
Pr Re
Here Prandtl number is recognized as
Pr

=

µcp
.
k

(24)

Prandtl number depicts the ratio of viscous diusion to thermal diusion.
Finally, Nusselt number Nu describes the ratio of total heat transfer to convective heat
transfer and is formulated as [27]
Nu

=

hL
.
k

(25)

Importance of Nusselt number in heat transfer is evident since it includes both the convective heat transfer coecient and thermal conductivity. Consequently multitude of Nusselt
number correlations to experimental data are presented by various authors. For forced
convection correlations Nusselt number is typically presented as a function of Reynolds
and Prandtl numbers
Nu
however also geometry can eect Nu.

= f (Re,

Pr) ,

In free convection Reynolds number is typically

replaced by Grashof number which describes the ratio of buoyant and frictional eects.
Litsek and Bejan [29] studied convection in the cavity formed by cylindrical rollers such as
in a roller bearing. Their inital work assumed constant wall temperature and heat transfer
from the rolling elements to the cavity uid. Suggested Nusselt number correlation was
Nu

∼ Re1/2 Pr1/3

for Re < 1000 .
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The heat from the uid is assumed to transfer to the isothermal walls and thus this model
is not completely applicable for this work where wall temperature can vary.
Continuation of this work by Litsek, Zhang, and Bejan [30] considered two cases with
more relevant boundary conditions for the current study.
the Nusselt number correlations only as gures.

This article however showed

The rst case had constant heat ux

from the inner wall and the rollers coupled with isothermal outer wall.

This could be

taken as a suitable model considering the outer wall temperature to be xed at ambient
temperature, or the measured bearing outer ring temperature. But the model assumes
that the outer wall acts as the heat sink which is not true when oil is used to remove the
heat by mass transfer.
The second model had adiabatic inner wall and constant heat ux through the outer wall,
whose temperature was now free. Adiabatic inner wall meant that the shaft could not
conduct heat away from the contact area. The generated heat is considered only by the
constant heat ux through the outer wall and the rollers are held at xed temperature.
Even though all the models presented by Litsek and Bejan capture some of the correct
parameters for the current problem, none of them model a situation of oating temperatures with the removed oil as heat sink. Additionally, they are limited to low Reynolds
numbers.
Guenoun et al.

[31] conducted a numerical study with similar boundary conditions as

in the rst study of Litsek and Bejan, namely both wall temperatures xed at constant
value. They found the following correlations

Nu  Nu0

0.7 ≤

when

Pr

≤ 20.

(
0.150 · Re0.6 Pr0.7
=
0.031 · Re0.8 Pr0.7

0 ≤ Re ≤ 3 × 103
3 × 103 ≤ Re ≤ 1 × 104

Nu0 describes the Nusselt number when the rollers are at rest and

is given as
Nu0

where

L/R

L

(
1.9
=
3.0

L/R = 2.5
L/R = 3.5

is the distance between the centres of two rollers and

R

the radius of the roller.

is the shape factor of the bearing.

3.3.2 Thermal conduction
Thermal conduction is heat transfer in solids and stationary uids mediated fundamentally
by molecules, atoms, electrons and phonons. Conduction occurs mainly in solids, because
a temperature dierence in a uid generally leads to density dierence which in turn leads
to ow due to density gradient, cancelling the initial condition of stationary uid.
It should be noted that in a real gearbox the heat conducts through various dierent
materials and machine parts and thus the simple models presented here oer merely a
crude rst approximation. It must be also taken into account that conduction and thermal
radiation from the outer surface act simultaneously.
However for the current case one simple model is reasonably well suited. As seen later in
the next chapter in gure 18, the test device considered is cylindrical. Therefore suitable
heat conduction model is a cylinder whose walls are heated by the interior lubrication
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Figure 14: One dimensional heat transfer between two uids and a solid wall. Note the
use of symbol

υ

for temperature. Figure from [27].

oil. The exterior uid is the surrounding ambient air. Heat conduction in this model is
presented based on one-dimensional example of heat conduction as shown in gure 14.
Previous assumptions of constant heat conductivity

k

and steady state are retained here.

In the case of homogeneous and isotropic material, the dierential form of conductive
heat ux vector

q̇d

is given by the Fourier's law

q̇d = −k∇T .

(26)

Since thermal conductivity is always positive, it is evident that the heat ow is in the
direction of decreasing temperature gradient

∇T , i.e.

from hot to cold as expected. The

heat power can be integrated from the ux and the conduction rate through surface area

A

and is given by

Z
Q̇d =

Z
q̇d dA = −

k∇T dA .

(27)

Equation (27) may be integrable depending on how the thermal conductivity behaves as
a function of temperature and surface area.
For the current example only one-dimensional process is needed and the heat transfer
equation (26) reduces to

q̇d = −k

dT
.
dx

In addition to constant thermal conductivity, constant surface area can be assumed. With
these assumptions the integral in equation (27) for the 1D case is separable and yields

Q̇d =

k
A(T1 − T2 ) .
s

(28)
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Here

s is the distance between points 1 and 2 as shown in gure 14. On a related note, the
α is dened as the ratio of heat ux and temperature dierence

heat transfer coecient

α=

q̇
Q̇
=
.
∆T
A∆T

For the 1D case of equation (28) heat transfer coecient is

α=

k
.
s

Extending the example to include the uids around the wall of gure 14 introduces separate heat transfer coeciens for the uids and the wall. As discussed this corresponds to
the situation where the lubrication oil heats the casing from which the heat conducts to
exterior air. Since steady state is assumed, no heat is stored to the casing. Therefore it
is assumed that the same amount of heat is transferred through all these layers.

Q̇d = Aαf 1 (Tf 1 − T1 ) = Aαw (T1 − T2 ) = Aαf 2 (T2 − Tf 2 ) .
Solving this system of equations ensures the general fact that heat transfer coecients
for series process add in parallel


ktot =

1
1
1
+
+
αf 1 αw αf 2

−1
.

Then the heat transfer rate from interior to exterior uid is

Q̇d = Aktot (Tf 1 − Tf 2 ) .
Similar calculation for concentric cylinders can be made by noting that the surface area
of heat transfer now depends on the radial co-ordinate as

A = 2πrl,

when

l

is the length

of the cylinders. Assuming again constant thermal conductivity and progressing as with
the planar wall eventually yields


Q̇d = A2
Here

A2 , d2

and

d1

1
1
1
d2
+
+
+
d1 αf 1 αw αf 2

−1
(Tf 1 − Tf 2 ) .

are the area of the outer cylinder, and diameters of the outer and

inner cylinder, respectively.

3.3.3 Thermal radiation
Thermal radiation is heat transfer mediated by electromagnetic waves. Since EM waves
propagate in vacuum, also thermal radiation can occur in vacuum.

Depending on the

properties of a surface, thermal radiation incident on this surface is either absorbed,
reected or transmitted. In other words

α + ρ + τ = 1,
where

α, ρ

and

τ

are respectively the ratios of absorbed, reected and transmitted ra-

diations to the total incident radiation.
sorptivity

α.

The ability to absorb EM waves is called ab-

Related characteristic of a body is its capability to emit EM waves at a
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given temperature described by emissivity

.

According to Kircho thermal radiation law

emissivity and absorptivity are equal for a body in thermodynamic equilibrium.
Bodies can be characterised by their emissivity. So called black bodies absorb all incident
thermal radiation and consequently for black bodies

α =  = 1.

Thus black bodies

are ideal emitters and they emit the maximum amount of energy at a given temperature.
White bodies reect all incident radiation, therefore for white bodies

ρ = 1 and  = 0. Non
0 <  < 1.

ideal surfaces absorb, reect or transmit part of the total radiation and thus

Such surfaces are called gray bodies if the emissivity of the surface is independent of the
wavelength (or equivalently frequency) of the radiation. Behaviour of normal coloured
materials generally depends on the wavelength.
As implied in the previous paragraphs, the thermal radiation emitted by a body depends
on the absolute temperature. Additionally, every body above absolute zero temperature
emits EM waves.

The spectrum of the heat radiation for a black body was rst given

based on quantum statistics by Planck [32]. Dierent formulations of the Planck's law
can be found with choice of variable between frequency, wavelength or wavenumber and
also based on conventions (e.g use of
as a function of wavelength

λ,

h

or

h̄).

Starting with spectral specic intensity iλ,s

Planck's law for black body radiation is

iλ,s =

2πhc2
λ5 ech/kλT − 1

.

Here refractive index has been assumed as vacuum value of
speed of light in vacuum

c,

Planck constant

are wavelength of the radiation

λ

h

(29)

n = 1.

Other constants are

and Boltzmann constant

and the absolute temperature

k.

The variables

T.

The spectral intensity from equation (29) can be integrated over solid angles and from
zero to innite wavelength [33] to give the Stefan-Boltzmann law

Z

∞

q̇s =

iλ,s dλ =
0

where

q̇s

is the heat ux for black body and

σ

2π 5 k 4 4
T = σT 4 ,
15h3 c2

(30)

is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. For gray

objects this must be multiplied with emissivity and to get the thermal radiation power

Q̇tr

of the whole object the ux is multiplied by the surface area

A.

Thus useful form for

Stefan-Boltzmann law is

Q̇tr = AσT 4 .
As can be seen from the (strong)

T

4

(31)

dependence, Stefan-Boltzmann law also veries the

previous statement that any body in nite temperature radiates heat.
Thermal radiation power between hotter surface 1 and colder surface 2 follows from StefanBoltzmann law and Lambert's cosine law to be

Q̇tr,12 =
Here

β

and

s

1 2 σ(T14

−

T24 )

Z Z

cos β1 · cos β2
dA1 dA2 .
πs2

are geometrical factors as shown in gure 15.

(32)

Useful simplication for

surrounded heat sources with much larger surrounding surface area is

Q̇tr,12 = 1 σA1 (T14 − T24 ) .

(33)

Since a test device has signicantly smaller surface area than an industrial hall, this
approximation is applicable for the current test design.
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Figure 15: Geometrical factors associated to heat radiation between two surfaces. Figure
from [27].

3.3.4 Total heat transfer models
Bearing total heat transfer is usually modelled by nite element analysis (FEA) or by
thermal resistances. Various models exist, for example Hannon [35] lists six models, while
suggesting a new one based on integral transformations.
Heat transfer between one raceway and a rolling element is dictated by two partial differential equations (PDEs) coupled by the boundary conditions at the contact area [35].
The complete heat transfer network is very complicated comprising of at least shaft, inner
ring, rolling elements, outer ring, housing, and the lubrication oil as shown in gure 16.
As the elements can radiate, conduct and convect it is apparent that numerical solutions
are required to solve the associated PDEs.
Thermal resistance network considered by Takabi and Khonsari [34] for ball bearings
contains 17 temperature nodes (gure 16) leading to 17 dierential equations which are
solved numerically.

For the current experimental work networks with many nodes are

deemed too specic.

However useful equations can be extracted from their study.

For

example the heat balance in the bearing rolling elements requires

∂Tb
Tir − Tb Tor − Tb Toil − Tb
+
+
+ QL = mb Cb
,
Re1
Re2
Roil
∂t
where

Tir , Tor , Tb ,

and

Toil

(34)

are bearing inner race, outer race, rolling element, and oil

Re1 , Re2 , and Roil are the resistances in
their respective contacts, mb the roller mass and Cb roller heat capacity, and nally QL the
frictional heat generated. The thermal resistance of oil Roil is exclusively for convection

temperatures, respectively. Thermal resistances

in this study and the authors cite estimation for Nusselt number correlation from Harris
as
NuD

=

hD
0.4
= 0.33 Re0.5
.
D Pr
kair
D.
removes 60

Note that here the Nusselt and Reynolds number are based on rolling element diameter
According to Hannon [35] typically the mass ow of circulating lubrication
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Figure 16: Components of bearing heat transfer and the associated thermal resistance
network as envisioned by Takabi and Khonsari [34].

to

95%

of the total generated heat in bearings. This reinforces the choice of using only

convective thermal resistance.
In this study a simpler form of equation (34) can be obtained because the measurements
are executed in steady state (∂T /∂t

= 0).

Another simplication is to consider the oil

and the roller elements as one node with thermal resistance

Tob .

Rob

and uniform temperature

Obviously the temperature of the oil changes, but given the limited possibilities to

measure the temperature inside a bearing this is a required simplication.

With these

assumptions one nds

Tir + Tor − 2Tob
Tir − Tob Tor − Tob
+
+ QL =
+ QL = 0 .
Rob
Rob
Rob
Solving for the combined thermal resistance of oil and rollers

Rob =

2Tob − Tir − Tor
.
QL

In the model of Takabi and Khonsari [34] the frictional heat is assumed to be generated
only at the roller element contact. Consequently the energy balances in bearing inner and
outer races omit this term

Tshaft − Tir Tb − Tir Toil − Tir
∂Tb
+
+
= mb Cb
Rsi
Re1
Roil
∂t
Tb − Tor Thousing − Tor Toil − Tor
∂Tb
+
+
= mb Cb
.
Re2
Rho
Roil
∂t
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Here

Rsi

is the thermal resistance between shaft and inner ring and correspondingly

between housing and outer ring.

Rho

With the previous assumptions of steady state and

combined oil and roller node the heat balance at the inner ring is

Tshaft − Tir Tob − Tir
+
= 0.
Rsi
Rob
Correspondingly for the outer ring

Thousing − Tor Tob − Tor
+
= 0.
Rho
Rob
Thus the thermal resistances are

Rsi =
Rho =
Takabi and Khonsari used values of

Tshaft − Tir
· Rob
Tir − Tob

Thousing − Tor
· Rob .
Tor − Tob
Rsi = 0.02 K/W

and

Rho = 0.1 K/W

based on

experimental results obtained from literature.

3.4

Amesim introduction

Amesim simulation platform consists a graphical user interface, numerical solvers, preand post-processing capabilities, and component libraries for dierent physical domains.
The libraries are divided to physics based and application oriented libraries. Physics based
libraries are for example mechanical, thermal, and hydraulic libraries whereas application
oriented libraries for example are cooling system and the powertrain library used in this
work.

Amesim applies so called multi domain approach where the dierent simulation

domains such as control logic and various physics domains are connected according to the
bond graph theory. [36]

Figure 17: Spring and mass system implemented in Amesim with a block diagram (left)
and bond graph theory equivalent (right). Bond graph version is clearly simpler omitting
the integrators, multiplications, and signal loops.
materials [37].

Figure from Amesim training course
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The remainder of this section is presented following the excellent training course materials [37] provided by Siemens AG. Traditional block diagram and signal ow models
represent the simulated systems with uni-directional ow of signals.

The major dier-

ence in bond graph theory compared to block diagrams is that it models the interactions
as bi-directional actual physical processes based on the conservation of energy. For this
Amesim libraries provide models for the necessary components and the user must supply
the relevant physical properties.
An example of block diagram and bond graph formulations for the classic mass
on a spring with spring constant

m vibrating

k and damping factor c situation is presented in gure 17.

The well-known governing dierential equation for the system is

ẍ +

k
c
ẋ + x = 0.
m
m

This is readily implemented in the block diagram with the relevant factors, integrators,
and two signal loops.

However, in the bond graph model simply the mass and spring

components are added to the model and the factors are set to components. The governing
equations are automatically implemented within the components. Simple systems like the
one considered can be easily modelled with both approaches but is is evident that accurate
models of actual systems such as gearboxes lead to clustered and bloated models if block
diagrams are used.
The behaviour of the components consisting an Amesim model are dictated by state
variables which are usually actual physical parameters. The state variables are divided
to generalized eort and ux variables. For example the force acting on a component
of the mechanical library is considered an eort state variable and the velocity of the
component is a ux variable. More appropriately the pressure in a hydraulic component
can be the eort variable and the volumetric ow rate the ux variable. The power of
each component is calculated as the product of eort and ux variables
power

= eort · ux.

If necessary, energy for the component can be integrated from the power

Z
energy

=

power(t)

dt.

Amesim solves the time evolution of the simulated system by solving the governing equations of the connected components using the component state variables. Conservation and
transformation of energy between dierent components is used as a base for simulation.
State variables are also divided to capacitive, inertial, resistive, transformer, and gyrator
elements.

Capacitive and inertial components store energy and resistive components

consume energy.

Transformers and gyrators change the power in the system and are

generally considered lossless components. Transformers act on the same type of variables
e.g. eort to eort or ux to ux. Gyrators on the other hand convert eort to ux and
vice versa. In addition to these variable types, constant sources and sinks are utilized in the
models. The same type of components can not be directly connected. This is reasonable in
the sense that for example two uid volumes (capacitive components) can not be directly
connected, but need for instance a pipe or an orice (resistive element) between. If they
were connected directly they would be a single volume not two separate volumes.
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4

METHODS

A test device was designed and constructed in order to investigate the behaviour of high
speed shaft bearings in controlled conditions corresponding to real wind turbine operation.
The equipment of the test device is studied in section 4.1 and the conducted preliminary
and upcoming tests are described in section 4.2.

Based on the desired test conditions

and available test equipment, an automation control system was developed as discussed
in section 4.3. Finally, the Amesim simulation models of the test device are introduced
in section 4.4.

4.1

Test equipment

The test device was designed to correspond to actual 3 MW wind turbine gearbox high
speed shaft and its bearings. The main shaft of the test device is therefore stock HSS from
a serial production gearbox.

The tested bearings are likewise stock parts.

Cylindrical

roller bearing is located rotor side (RS) and the tapered roller bearing pair generator
side (GS), corresponding to actual gearbox setup as was expressed in gure 12.

The

schematic view of the test device in gure 19 is a good reference throughout this section
where multiple machine parts and measurement devices are introduced.

Additionally,

this schematic can be compared with the CAD drawing shown in gure 18.

All the

measurement points described here are summarized in tables 2 and 3.

Radial load
cylinder

Axial load
cylinder

Figure 18: Orthogonal view of the test device. Lubrication and hydraulics system, and
measurement devices are not shown in this gure.
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Cooler

Cooler oil
pump

Particle counter

Oil sump
Heaters

Pump motor Frequency
converter
Hydraulic
valves

Radial
load

Hydraulic Frequency
unit
converter

Analog
Outputs

Axial load

Axial load brg Test brg 3 & 2 Radial load brg Test brg 1

Digital
outputs

Torque
CAN bus

Axial force,
radial force,
RPM

Oil Flow

Main motor Frequency
converter

Pressures

Analog inputs
PC

IMC
RJ45

CAN bus
Beckhoff Bus Coupler

Figure 19: Schematic of the test setup.
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Table 1: Bearings in the test setup with shorthand notations.
Bearing

Function

Notation

Cylindrical roller bearing

Tested bearing 1

CRB

Tapered roller bearing  rotor side

Tested bearing 2

TRB RS

Tapered roller bearing  generator side

Tested bearing 3

TRB GS

Four point contact ball bearing

Axial load cylinder bearing

ALCB

Cylindrical roller bearing

Radial load cylinder bearing

RLCB

Table 2: Bearing measurement points with x indicating measured and - not measured
points, and numbers indicating number of sensors. Notation includes temperatures of the
inner ring

Tir ,

outer ring

Tor ,

and the inlet and outlets values of oil temperature, ow,

and pressure. Notes: a) Inlet temperature of the total oil measured with one sensor, b)
TRB inlet ow measured together with one senso, o) optional measurement.
Bearing

Tir

Tor

Tin

Tout

V̇in

V̇out

Pin

CRB

o

6

a

x

x

o

x

TRB RS

-

6

a

x

b

o

x

TRB GS

o

6

a

x

b

o

x

ALCB

-

6

a

-

x

o

x

RLCB

-

5

a

-

x

o

x

Table 3: Additional measurement points of the test setup.
Measurement

Location

Rotation speed

Test shaft

Torque

Test shaft

Radial force

Between radial load cylinder and bearing

Axial force

Between axial load cylinder and bearing

Radial load cylinder pressure

Hydraulics system

Axial load cylinder pressure

Hydraulics system

Oil tank temperature

Oil tank
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As was described in section 3.2.2 the HSS of a gearbox is subjected to axial and radial
forces. In order to achieve these forces in the test device, the shaft is loaded with axial
and radial cylinders as shown in gure 18. The load cylinders are connected to the shaft
by their own bearings and thus the total number of bearings attached to the shaft is ve,
as repeated in table 1. The position of the radial load cylinder is the same as the helical
toothing in HSS, and therefore the exerted force should act in the same way as in a real
gearbox. Due to obvious geometrical limitations, the axial load cylinder is positioned at
the generator end of the shaft. This simulates the axial force from the generator coupling
well but causes some mismatch with axial forces from the toothing.
The load cylinders are operated by a hydraulics system whose valves are controlled from
the automation GUI. The motor driving the hydraulics uid is simply set to operate constantly at full speed and is therefore controlled by a digital output, however frequency
converted was also installed for convenience. The exerted force is controlled by the valves.
Since the correlation between valve pressure and exerted force is not clear, force transducers were installed between the load cylinders and the test device. Used force transducers
were HBM U5 strain gauge based models with

500 kN

nominal input.

The rotation achieved in real setup by the rotor and gears is replaced in the test device by
an electric motor with maximum speed of

1470 RPM.

The motor is controlled from the

automation GUI, from which desired rotational speed is set and transmitted to the measuring device. The measuring device is connected to a frequency converter using the CAN
(Controller Area Network) bus and the frequency converter is in turn connected to the
motor. The actual rotation speed is measured by a optical sensor from the rotating shaft.
The torque of the test device is measured from between the main motor and the tested
bearings by strain gauge based HBM T22 torque transducer with

500 Nm

rated input.

Since the test device does not drive any load the measured torque consists only of the
frictional losses of the system.

Thus the measured torque and rotational speed can be

used to determine the total power losses of the system according to equation (4).
The lubrication oil ow from the tank to the test device is driven by a pump.

The

lubrication pump is controlled by another electric motor which is controlled similarly to
the main motor via automation GUI, CAN bus, and frequency converter. The oil fed to the
bearings is gathered and recirculated to the tank. In order to control the inlet temperature
of the oil, the tank is equipped with heaters and an external cooler. The heaters and the
cooler operate on ON/OFF logic based on temperature limits. They are controlled from
the automation via digital output ports connected to contactors. The cooling of the oil
is accomplished in a separate loop with digitally controlled pump and cooler.
In addition to the torque and force transducers described in this section, multiple other
measurement devices are used in the test setup. Since oil and bearing temperatures are one
of the main interests in this research, each bearing is tted with up to seven temperature
sensors. Bearing inner race temperatures are challenging to measure because they must
be measured through a drilling in the high speed shaft and the cables fed through the
shaft. Therefore, only two optional inner ring temperature measurement points are used,
namely one on the tested cylindrical roller bearing and one on the tested GS tapered
roller bearing.
The outer ring temperatures are easier to measure and six measurement points per bearing
are designed for each tested bearing. Also, six and ve outer ring measurement points
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are used for the axial and radial load cylinder bearings, respectively. Finally, oil tank,
inlet and the outlet temperature from each tested bearing is measured. The inner ring
temperatures are measured with thermocouples and all the other points with PT100
resistance thermometers.
The second important tested parameter, namely oil ow, is measured from all bearing
inlets. Optional outlet ow measurement is available by hand with a pitcher. Oil pressure
is measured from the inlets of all the bearings, outlets are not measured due to ow being
free, i.e. in room pressure. Additionally, the load cylinder pressures are measured.
The measurement device connected to a computer was imc C1 which has only 8 analog
input channels [38].

Consequently, measurement device extension using Beckho bus

terminals based on the CANopen standard [39] was implemented as a part of this thesis.
Only the axial and radial force, speed, and the oil ow rates are measured directly with
imc C1, and all the other measurement points are measured with specic bus terminals
connected to Beckho BK5150 bus coupler [40]. The bus coupler is in turn connected via
the CAN bus to the C1. Details of the measurement logic are presented in section 4.3.2.

4.2

Test program

The rst proper test runs after preliminary tests were reference tests.

The goal of the

reference tests was to perform load stages with similar conditions as in serial production
gearbox tests in order to compare the behaviour of the test device to previous gearbox
tests.
The proposed test conditions of the reference tests were as follows. Oil inlet temperature
◦
would be held constant at the reference value of 60 ± 2 C, oil ow rates would be 11 L/min
for the tested CRB and

24

L/min for the tested TRB pair. Oil ow rates for the axial

and radial load bearings are set initially to be freely changeable.
Load steps are organized so that radial and axial loads are increased in constant steps and
the rotation speed is held constant. Each load step should be continued until the bearing
◦
temperatures stabilize to a variation of ± 2 C for 15 minutes. After the load steps have
been completed, the rotational speed is changed and the load steps repeated. Example of
load steps is given in table 4 and the reference test conditions are summarized in table 5.
Optimum oil amount is to be tested in a similar scheme as the reference test with a
constant rotational speed and oil inlet temperature.

Draft of the optimum oil amount

steps is shown in table 6.
The upcoming tests will strive to model the wind turbine operating conditions more
closely. For example turbulent and low wind conditions are typical for wind turbines and
should be tested. Test runs with alternating loads and rotation speed will be executed
to simulate turbulent wind conditions. During zero or low winds the turbines are shut
down. Bearing operation during starting and shutting down of a turbine can be studied
in the start-stop test, where the loads and rotation speed are varied cyclically from zero
to nominal values.
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Table 4: Proposed load steps in the reference test.
Step

Axial force (kN)

Radial force (kN)

Rotational speed (RPM)

1

10

25

1000

2

12

30

1000

3

14

35

1000

4

16

40

1000

5

18

45

1000

6

20

50

1000

7

22

55

1000

8

24

60

1000

9

10

25

1100

10

12

30

1100

11

14

35

1100

12

16

40

1100

13

18

45

1100

14

20

50

1100

15

22

55

1100

16

24

60

1100

Table 5: Reference test conditions.
Condition

Value

Oil inlet temperature

60 ± 2 ◦C, controlled
11 L/min for tested CRB, 24

Oil ow rate
Load step duration

L/min, for tested TRB
◦
Continued until temperatures stabilized at ±2 C for

15

minutes.

Table 6: Draft of optimum oil amount test conditions. Rotation speed will be constant
during all the steps.
Step

Axial force (kN)

Radial force (kN)

Total oil ow rate (L/min)

1

12

30

39

2

16

40

39

3

20

50

39

4

24

60

39

5

12

30

37

6

16

40

37

7

20

50

37

8

24

60

37

9

12

30

33

10

16

40

33

11

20

50

33

12

24

60

33

13

12

30

31

14

16

40

31

15

20

50

31

16

24

60

31
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4.3

Automation and measurement system development

Test automation with graphical user interface was developed based on the demands of
the test program and test device presented in the previous sections.

The automation

was implemented using imc STUDIO 3.0 R4 [41]. The developer license of this software
has built-in automation capabilities based on graphical block diagrams.

However, due

to limitations of the measuring device imc C1, these built-in automation tasks could not
be used. Instead, the automation was implemented manually with combination of GUI
and source code. The code is evaluated during measurements in imc Online FAMOS [42]
whose syntax could be described as simplied C. One major limitation of imc code is that
it does not support subroutines. This was circumvented typically by using virtual bits and
timers. However, the lack of subroutines naturally leads to lengthy and duplicated code.
The GUI was designed to be responsive and safe from accidentally shutting down devices
in inappropriate order.

In addition safety limits were assigned to the code.

of responsiveness and miss click protection are shown in gures 20  22.

Example
When the

measurement experiment is started, all the devices are o and the emergency stop switch
is primed as in gure 20. When the lubrication circulation pump is started in gure 21, the
toggles for setting the pump motor rotational speed and oil heaters appear on the GUI.
Similarly, when the main motor is activated in gure 22, the GUI elements for setting the
main motor rotational speed and an option for variable speed run become visible.
All though not clearly visible in gure 22, upon activation of the main motor, the lubrication motor switch is set to write protected state. In this way the lubrication can not be
accidentally stopped, when the test device is rotating. Conversely, if the lubrication motor
was not activated, the main motor could not have been activated in the rst place. Accidental errors and possible lubrication problems such as blocked or leaking piping were
also addressed in the code.

When the motors are deactivated, target rotational speed

values are set to zero and the GUI elements become invisible again.

4.3.1 Example of control action
The control of the main motor is presented as an example of CAN messaging as well as GUI
and code interconnection. In CANopen standard the connected devices are automatically
given so called communication object identiers (COB-ID) based on their physical order
and type of device (e.g analog or digital, input or output.)

Process values are usually

transmitted with PDO (Process Data Object) messages which are 8 bytes long. Normally
one device uses 2 or 4 bytes for communication and thus one PDO message can typically
contain data from four or two devices. Additionally, Transmit PDOs (TPDO) and Receive
PDOs (RPDO) are separated so that TPDOs are used for reading data from a device and
RPDOs for sending data to a device.
Since the frequency converters are controlled by the automation, they are considered as
outputs. According to CANopen standard the rst analog outputs have COB-IDs of the
form 0x300+Node ID (see table 7).

Each device in the CAN bus network must have

unique Node ID. For some devices this can be parametrized by the user, otherwise it
corresponds to the physical location in the CAN bus.

The frequency converter for the

main motor was located second after the Beckho bus coupler and therefore the COB-ID
for sending messages to the FC is

0x302 = 302H = 77010 .

Hexadecimal numbers prexed

with 0x or equivalently with H postx are frequently used with CAN communication.
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Figure 20:

View of the main page of the GUI when the measurement is just started.

Emergency stop is primed and the CAN messages start the data transfer between the imc
and Beckho devices.

Figure 21: Toggles for setting the pump motor rotational speed and oil heating appear
after activating the lubrication pump motor.

Figure 22: Activating the main motor makes the toggles for setting constant or variable
rotational speeds visible. All though not clearly visible, the pump motor switch becomes
write protected, as indicated by the change in the borders of the switch.
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Figure 23: The COB-ID (Identier in imc notation) for the main motor frequency converter is set to 0x302 = 302H. The length of the message is four bytes.

Figure 24: Channels are created in the root of the RPDO message for the FC control
word and target speed. Both channels are two bytes, or correspondingly 16 bits long.
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First, CAN message with COB-ID 0x302 was created with CAN Assistant functionality
of imc STUDIO as shown in gure 23. The test rig frequency converters are operated by
control words and target speed. Two bytes are reserved for both values and thus the total
length of the RPDO message is four bytes. So called channels are created in the root of
the RPDO message 0x302 for the control word and target speed as described in gure 24.
Moving now to the graphical user interface we see in gure 25 that the target rotational
speed set into its eld is saved in the corresponding variable. The value is transmitted
when the Set RPM toggle is clicked in the GUI. The properties of this toggle in gure 26
show that it controls the variable

set_main_motor

which is a virtual bit, e.g it can only

take values 0 and 1. It is also evident that this toggle is not visible if the main motor
switch is not on, as was described in gure 22.
The following code block is part of the main program that is executed constantly during
the measurement. This initiates the transmission of the rotational speed setting.
If

set_main_motor = 1
SendMessage_Set_Main_Motor_RPM ( 2 , 0 , main_motor_cw ,
set_main_motor = 0

main_motor_rpm_target )

End

It can be seen that this simple block uses most of the variables and functionalities described in gures 23 through 26.

set_main_motor

When the set RPM toggle is pressed in the GUI

bit takes the value 1. The code block is then entered practically imme-

diately because imc Online FAMOS operates asynchronously. The creation of the CAN

SendMessage function in
transmission type. Here 2 is used

message as in gure 23 automatically creates the corresponding
Online FAMOS. The rst two parameters dene the

for send always i.e the message is sent without any conditions.
ter is in this case reserved and takes the value

0.

The second parame-

Other possible transmission types are

conditional, when the second parameter is the condition; and cyclical, when the second
parameter is the cycle time in seconds.
The third parameter is the frequency converter control word and it is stored in bytes 01
of the message, as dictated by the channel created in gure 24.
RUN (0xF =

1510 )

is already saved in the variable

The control word for

main_motor_cw when the main motor

is switched on from the GUI. The nal parameter is the target speed which was saved in
the

main_motor_rpm_target

variable as described in gure 25. This value is stored in

bytes 2-3 of the CAN message. After the message has been sent the
is switched to

0

set_main_motor

bit

so that the transmission is executed only once per GUI toggle click. The

actual operation of the frequency converter is not discussed in this scope.

4.3.2 Example of process data measurement
As was described in section 4.1 most of the process variables of the test device are measured
with bus terminals connected to the Beckho bus coupler which is connected to the imc
measurement device via CAN bus. The TPDO allocation of the Beckho devices follows
the CANopen standard and is given in table 7.

The I/O terminals were assembled as

shown in gure 29 and the bus coupler was the rst device in the CAN bus consequently
having node ID 1. It can be seen that the after the bus coupler was one analog voltage
input with four input channels followed by multiple RTD input terminals. It is seen that
the rst RTD terminal corresponds to COB-ID 0x381 which is the default value for analog
inputs 58 in table 7, when the node ID is 1.
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Figure 25: The desired rotational speed is set in the GUI and saved to the corresponding
variable. Negative and too high values can be prohibited by setting the range.

Figure 26: This toggle initiates the transmission of the desired speed to the frecuency
converter. The toggle is not visible in the GUI if the main motor is not active.
Table 7: CANopen predened identier allocation. If more than 64 digital in- or outputs
are present in the network, the PDOs are displaced accordingly.

CAN messages are

prioritized based on their COB-ID with the smaller number having higher priority.
COB-ID

Message type

Function

0x0

NMT

Set device states, e.g. ON/OFF, reset

0x80

SYNC

Sync the I/O values of connected devices

0x180 + node ID

TPDO 1

Digital inputs 164

0x200 + node ID

RPDO 1

Digital outputs 164

0x280 + node ID

TPDO 2

Analog inputs 14

0x300 + node ID

RPDO 2

Analog outputs 14

0x380 + node ID

TPDO 3

Analog inputs 58

0x400 + node ID

RPDO 3

Analog outputs 58

0x480 + node ID

TPDO 4

Analog inputs 912

0x500 + node ID

RPDO 4

Analog outputs 912

0x580 + node ID

SDO

Nodes reply to messages sent with identier 0x600

0x600 + node ID

SDO

Service data objects used for writing and reading settings
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Figure 27: CAN message 0x381 contains analog inputs 5-8 by default. The length of the
measurement TPDOs is the maximum 8 bytes.

Figure 28: Input values are stored in channels which are saved to the hard drive. The
process data message length for Beckho devices is 16 bits. Additionally, the unit, scaling,
and possible oset for the channel are set here.
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Physical order
Terminal
Signal
Number of inputs
PDO
COB-ID

Coupler
0
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
BK5150
KL3404
± 10V
4
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
TPDO 2 TPDO 3 TPDO 4 TPDO 5 TPDO 6
Node ID = 1 0x281 0x381 0x481 0x681 0x1C1

Inputs
10 11 12 13
KL3222
PT 100
2 2 2 2
TPDO 7 TPDO 8
0x2C1 0x3C1

Outputs
End
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
KL3454
KL4434
KL2404
KL9010
4…20 mA
± 10V
Digital Out
2 2 2 2 2 2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
TPDO 9 TPDO 10 TPDO 11 TPDO 12 TPDO 13 TPDO 14 RPDO 2 RPDO 3
RPDO 1
0x4C1 0x5C1 0x6C1
0x201
0x285
0x286
0x287 0x301 0x401
14 15 16 17 18 19

20

Figure 29: Physical arrangement of the connected input and output terminals. The rst
11 TPDOs and RPDOs are given default COB-IDs based on their type and location. In
this case TPDOs 1214 have to be congured manually.

As with controlled values, the measured values are initialized with the CAN Assistant and
the message 0x381 is shown in gure 27. This and all the other measurement TPDOs are
8 bytes long. Since the process data from one Beckho input channel is invariably 16 bits
or 2 bytes long, one PDO message contains four input channels. The channel settings for
the rst connected RTD input are shown in gure 28. This gure shows that the units and
scaling for the channel are also set with the CAN Assistant. The resistance thermometers
◦
are measured with Beckho KL3222 PT100 terminals for which the resolution is 0.01 C
per digit [43]. This value is thus set to the factor eld in gure 28.
Similar settings are used for pressure measurement but here the scaling is not as simple. The measurement range for the pressure transducers is from

0

to

16

bars which is

4...20 mA. The current signals are measured with
4 mA is equal to zero and 20 mA = 3276710 . Thus the scaling

transmitted as the standard signal of
KL3454 terminals for which

factor for pressure transducers is

scaling

=

16 bar
16 bar
20 mA − 4 mA
=
≈ 4.883 × 10−4 bar/digit .
32767
20 mA − 4 mA
32767

Once the measurement channels are created they must be also sampled. This is done in
CANopen with the SYNC messages. As seen in table 7 the COB-ID of SYNC messages is
0x80 independent of the node ID. This is because SYNC messages are sent by the CAN
master and the connected nodes reply to this with their respective TPDO messages.
The Beckho devices do not reply to SYNC messages by default, instead they must be
congured for this. As seen in table 7 SDO (Service Data Object) messages are used to
read and write setting values and the syntax of SDO messages is given in table 8. Beckho
provides single SDO message which can be used to congure TPDOs 111. Recalling that
the rst is reserved by default for digital inputs, we are left with 40 analog input channels. Because the test device has about 50 analog channels, additional TPDOs must be
congured separately. The following code was used to initialize the PDO communication
for all the Beckho input channels.
Table 8: CANopen SDO message structure. As usual in CANopen multi byte elds use
the little endian number format where the least signicant byte is always rst.
Bytes

Name

Function

0

SDO Command

Used to select between reading and writing data

12

Object index

The code of the operation or setting to be handled

3

Sub index

Specier for operation
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Data bytes 14

Contains the data to be written, all zeros if reading data
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If

enable_PDOs= 1
enable_PDOs = 0
; SDO m e s s a g e u s e d t o a c t i v a t e t h e s e n d i n g o f PDO m e s s a g e s 2 −11
; Command 0 x23 = WRITE e x a c t l y 4 d a t a b y t e s
; O b j e c t i n d e x 0 x 5 5 0 0 = A c t i v a t e PDO m e s s a g e s
; Sub i n d e x i s z e r o
; Data b y t e s 1 and 2 z e r o
; Data b y t e 3 = 0 x1 −> TPDOs a r e s e t t o t r a n s m i t a f t e r e v e r y SYNC m e s s a g e
; Data b y t e 4 = 0 x1 −> Same f o r RPDOs
SendMessage_SDO ( 2 , 0 , 0 x23 , 0 x5500 , 0 x0 , 0 x0 , 0 x0 , 0 x1 , 0 x1 )
; A c t i v a t e 12 t h TPDO, d a t a b y t e s d e f i n e t h e PDO t o be a s s i g n e d
; h e r e 12 t h TPDO i s s e t t o COB−ID 0 x285
SendMessage_SDO ( 2 , 0 , 0 x22 , 0 x180B , 0 x1 , 0 x85 , 0 x2 , 0 x0 , 0 x0 )
; S e t PDO t o t r a n s m i t a f t e r e v e r y s y n c m e s s a g e
SendMessage_SDO ( 2 , 0 , 0 x22 , 0 x180B , 0 x2 , 0 x1 , 0 x0 , 0 x0 , 0 x0 )
; 13 t h TPDO, ID = 0 x286
SendMessage_SDO ( 2 , 0 , 0 x22 ,
SendMessage_SDO ( 2 , 0 , 0 x22 ,

0 x180C ,
0 x180C ,

0 x1 ,
0 x2 ,

0 x86 , 0 x2 , 0 x0 , 0 x0 )
0 x1 , 0 x0 , 0 x0 , 0 x0 )

; 14 t h TPDO, ID = 0 x287
SendMessage_SDO ( 2 , 0 , 0 x22 ,
SendMessage_SDO ( 2 , 0 , 0 x22 ,

0 x180D ,
0 x180D ,

0 x1 ,
0 x2 ,

0 x87 , 0 x2 , 0 x0 , 0 x0 )
0 x1 , 0 x0 , 0 x0 , 0 x0 )

End

Here

enable_PDOs is again a virtual bit controlled in the GUI which starts the communi-

cation. CAN Assistant was used to create the message with correct parameters, and the
rst two parameters in

SendMessage

command are again used for unconditional message

transmission. As already commented in the code block the third parameter is the CAN
command for writing exactly 4 data bytes and the fourth is so called object index as specied by Beckho for PDO activation. This message has no sub index so the fth parameter
is zero in this case. Data bytes 1 and 2 are also zero. Data byte 3 in the second to last
parameter denes the TPDO transmission type and data byte 4 the RPDO transmission
type. Here both are set to transmit after every SYNC message. Other possibilities are for
example after every Nth SYNC message or event driven, where every change in measured
value triggers transmission of PDO. In event driven transmission data bytes 1 and 2 can
be used to set inhibit time, because analog values intrinsically change constantly, leading
to data overow.
From 12th TPDO forward the PDOs must be congured separately. These can be seen in
the code block to have the same general structure as the Beckho predened activation
message.

The write command used here is 0x22 for write 4 data bytes or less, the

command objects 0x180B...0x180D are from the CANopen standard for conguring the
corresponding TPDOs 1214. Now COB-ID to be written is stored in the rst sub index
0x1, and the sync interval to sub index 0x2. The COB-ID can be selected freely, but note
must be taken that the IDs are unique in the network.
The use of little endian byte order employed in CANopen should be noted here.

For

example the selected COB-ID for 12th TPDO is 0x285 which requires two bytes of data
length. This is separated so that the least signicant byte is in the rst data byte and
the most signicant byte after this.
Now that the PDO messages are created and congured they are polled by sending the
SYNC requests in the main program. The SYNC message was also created with the CAN
Assistant, and it has no data bytes. Thus the message to be sent is simply
SendMessage_Sync ( 0 ,

1)
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Now transmission type is set to zero which is cyclical sending and the second parameter
denes the cycle time to be one second. Therefore the analog input channels have eectively sample time of one second. Dierent sample times could be applied by setting the
PDOs to reply to every Nth SYNC message.

4.4

Amesim models of test device

Two Amesim models of the test device were created as a part of this thesis.

First a

simple model with imposed temperature conditions was created in order to study the
frictional losses in the bearings, when constant temperature was assumed.

The second

more complex model included the lubrication oil circulation and was utilized to predict
the steady state behaviour and suciency of lubrication and cooling.

4.4.1 Constant temperature model
The simple model with constant bearing temperature is shown in gure 30.

The two

tested bearings and the two load bearings are connected back to back and represented
by the green symbols from the powertrain library. The electric motor is modelled by a
constant rotation speed source. Additionally, the bearing models require a torque source,
which can be seen as the leftmost component. The red components are from the signal
and control library and are used for the bearing loads. Values marked with the letter k
are constant values and the other symbols piecewise linear functions. Finally, the brown
components are simple temperature nodes from the thermal library.
As was discussed in section 3.4 Amesim is based on the bond graph theory in which interactions between components are modelled after actual physical processes. To demonstrate
this a single bearing component with inputs and outputs is shown in gure 31a. Amesim
oers multiple submodels for components. For example the bearing model used here can
be loaded axially and radially and has also a thermal port. Simpler bearing submodels
do not have thermal port and may only be loaded in one direction.

Figure 30: Simple Amesim model of the test device.

This model is used to study the

bearing frictional losses assuming a constant operating temperature.
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(a) Amesim bearing model with two
load inputs and a thermal port

(b) The same bearing with applicable
inputs and outputs at each port.

Figure 31

The bearing takes rotation speed as input to its rightmost port and outputs torque.
Conversely the leftmost port takes torque as input and and outputs rotation speed. Tested
CRB is connected to the motor and the radial load bearing as in gure 31b. Thus the
rotation speed from the CRB is output on its leftmost port and used as input for the
radial load bearing. Again, the torque from the radial load bearing is used as input for
the CRB. Bearings arranged back to back provide their respective inputs and outputs in
accordance with the bond graph theory.
The applied load on the bearing is input to the two ports on the upper side of the symbol.
Loads can be set with signal variables. As discussed before the CRB should have zero axial
load, and this is realized in the model by applying constant zero value to the axial load
port. The radial load port is equipped with a piecewise linear function. This function is
constructed based on the radial forces of the load steps from table 4. However, the values
are lower because the load is divided between the tested bearings. Load distribution is
evaluated based on the load calculations by bearing manufacturers.
Finally, the thermal port is used to evaluate the eects of frictional power losses. The
thermal port takes temperature as input and outputs heat ow. Thus constant operating
temperature can be set up as in gure 31b by applying constant temperature to the
bearings' thermal ports. The percentage of how much of the lost power manifests as heat
can be controlled by the simulation parameters. Usually it is simply assumed that all of
the frictional power is converted to heat.

4.4.2 Floating temperature model with lubrication system
The more complex model of the test device includes the lubrication system and takes into
account the masses of the bearings in order to simulate the eects of heat storage and
transfer. Starting from the upper side of the model in gure 32 it can be seen that also
the oil and material properties are implemented via the circular icons. Moving downward,
the same bearing setup as in the simple model of gure 30 is utilized also in this model.
The rest of the model diers from the simple model, starting with the bearing masses
which are connected to the thermal ports. The mass elements use heat ow as input in
all the ports and outputs temperature to each port. Eectively in the current test setup
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the bearing generates heat which is mainly convected away by the lubrication oil and
conducted between dierent bearings. Small part of the heat also radiates to ambient air.
The lubrication model follows the actual test setup in that the main lubrication loop and
the cooler loop are separate. Starting from the oil tank the main feed has the main pump
which is modelled as standard pump. Rotation speed of the pump can be set with the
constant value and this determines the total oil ow to the test device. The main feed
line is then divided to lubrication lines going to dierent bearings.

The parameters of

the T-junctions are set so that the volume ow to each bearing corresponds to the actual
designed values.

The returning oil from the bearings is collected back to one line and

restored to the tank.
Similarly to the main lubrication line the cooler loop has a pump whose rotation speed
can be set and thus the volumetric ow rate can be controlled.

The cooler is simply

modelled as a heat source and a uid volume. The cooling power of the cooler depends
on temperature dierence between the ambient air and the oil, and volumetric ow rate.
This is implemented in the function block labelled cooling power calculation which takes
the temperatures and the ow rate as inputs and outputs the cooling power. The cooling
power is calculated based on the manufacturer's data sheet.
Additionally, the cooler has a Schmitt trigger logic control applied. If the temperature of
the oil increases above the upper threshold value the trigger outputs is 1 and the multiplication applies the calculated cooling power as heat ow to the oil. If the temperature
decreases below the lower threshold value, the trigger output changes to 0 corresponding
to cooler being switched o. Finally, it should be noted that the calculated cooling power
is applied as negative heat ow in the model (or positive heat ow from oil to cooler
volume) to achieve cooling.
This model has still many simplications considering the capabilities of the simulation
software. For example the covers, foundation and other parts of the device are not considered since only the bearings are present in the system. This is mitigated by applying
more mass to the bearings than their actual mass. Another useful improvement for the
future is to model the piping system in more detail. For example nozzles could be added
to the model in order to calculate pressures losses in better detail.
Good overview of the test device design can be obtained by comparing the CAD model
in gure 18 the schematic model in gure 19, and the simulation model in gure 32. It is
evident that the simulation and schematic models are based on the CAD design, which is
however lacking the lubrication system. The schematic view and the Amesim model are
similar, diering mainly in that the schematic view shows the measurement and control
signals, and Amesim requires loading of each bearing for simulation reasons.
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Figure 32: Amesim model of the test device including the bearing masses and lubrication
system with a separate cooler loop.
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5

RESULTS

Theoretical values expected based on models described in section 3.1 are presented rst in
section 5.1. Experimental testing encountered signicantly higher torque losses than expected based on these theoretical predictions. Preliminary test results and commissioning
related to high torque losses are presented in section 5.2. Reference test results performed
after test program modications are then presented in section 5.3. Finally, these results
and torque losses are analysed in 5.4.

5.1

Theoretical Predictions

Example calculations for dierent power loss models are given here. From the test program
in table 4 it can be seen that the rst step in the reference test had axial load of

25 kN

and radial load of

with rotation speed of

1000

10 kN

RPM.

SKF simple model and the Schaeer model use the equivalent dynamic bearing load in
equation (3), which is dierent for dierent bearings. Starting from the generator side we
have rst the tested cylindrical roller bearing, which is supposed to support only radial
load. Based on bearing calculations by the bearing suppliers it was deduced that of the
total

25 kN, 14 kN

is acting on the CRB and the remaining

11 kN

on the tapered roller

bearing pair. In calculations the two tapered roller bearings are always considered as one
unit with appropriate factors.
The complete

25 kN

acts on the radial load bearing. Similarly, the complete axial load of

10 kN acts on the axial load bearing. This full axial load is also assumed to act on the TRB
pair. The factors X and Y from bearing catalogues and the resulting dynamic bearing
loads are shown in table 9. Values calculated with the simplest model of vectorially added
loads as in equation (2) are also shown for reference.
The frictional moments can now be estimated based on the equivalent dynamic bearing
loads. For the Coulomb and simple SKF models constant coecient of friction and the
bearing bore diameters are needed. Considering for example the rotor side tested CRB,
friction coecient of

0.0011

was used and the bearing bore diameter is

170 mm.

Now the

frictional moment from the SKF simple model is

MSKF, CRB =

µP1 d
0.0011 · 14 kN · 170 mm
=
= 1309 Nmm .
2
2

The similar Coulomb friction model uses the bearing mean diameter
outer diameter is

310 mm,

the mean diameter is

240 mm

dm .

Since the bearing

and the frictional moment from

the Coulomb model is

MC, CRB =

µP1 dm
0.0011 · 14 kN · 240 mm
=
= 1848 Nmm .
2
2

Values calculated for the other bearings are shown in table 10.

Generally the simple

SKF model has lower moments due to its use of the smaller bore diameter.

However,
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the TRB losses are higher because the equivalent dynamic load is higher than in the
Coulomb model.
For the Schaeer model the load independent and dependent losses are calculated separately.

The frictional factor

f0 = 3

for the CRB in recirculating oil lubrication was
2
obtained from the catalogue [23]. Oil kinematic viscosity ν = 100 mm /s value was used
◦
in the operating temperature of 60 C. With these values the M0 frictional moment can
be calculated from equation (9) as

M0 = f0 · (νn)2/3 d3m · 10−7 = 3 · (100 mm2 /s · 1000 RPM)2/3 (240 mm)3 · 10−7 ≈ 8935 Nmm .
For the load dependent losses friction factor of
moment

M1

0.0004 was obtained and thus the frictional

according to equation (10) is

M1 = f1 Fr dm = 0.0004 · 14 kN · 240 mm = 1344 Nmm .
Therefore the total frictional moment in the Schaeer model is

MSch = M0 + M1 ≈ 10 279 Nmm .
Values for the other bearings are shown in table 11. These are signicantly higher than
the simple models, which do not consider load independent losses.
In the simple Amesim model of gure 30 where bearing masses are not considered and
◦
the bearing temperature is xed to 70 C the load independent losses for the test CRB
are

Moil ≈ 8501 Nmm

based on equation (13). This value diers slightly from the corre-

sponding value calculated by the Schaeer model because the oil kinematic viscosity is
2
not exactly 100 mm/s in Amesim. It should also be noted that Amesim calculates the
oil losses in the temperature of the bearing. If masses are added to the simulation the
bearing temperature stays higher leading to lower oil losses because the oil viscosity decreases as the temperature increases. The load dependent frictional torque from equation
(14) is identical to the Schaeer model since the equivalent preload was set to zero and
the coecient

C1

to unity.

Values for the other bearings are shown together with the

Schaeer model in table 11
Values for the new SKF model were calculated with the online SKF Bearing Calcula◦
tor [44]. Bearing outer ring operating was set to 70 C. The oil viscosity at this operating
2
temperature was calculated based on the reference values of 320 mm/s at the temper◦
2
◦
ature of 40 C and 37 mm/s at 100 C. The radial load and rotation speed were the
same as throughout this section.

The rolling frictional moment from equation (6) is

Mrr ≈ 9712 Nmm, sliding frictional moment from equation (7) Msl ≈ 102 Nmm and the
drag losses Mdrag ≈ 1753 Nmm. The total frictional moment for the new SKF model
is thus 11 567 Nmm. Since the bearings in the test setup are not tted with seals the
seal losses are zero. The new SKF model has the highest torque losses of the considered
models.
Total torque losses during all the reference loads steps are shown in gure 33. It is evident
that the simple models (Coulomb and SKF simple) have the lowest losses because they do
not consider load independent losses. As discussed in section 3.1.2.4 the Amesim model
uses the same equations as the Schaeer model and this is readily visibile in gure 33
where these models have almost identical losses. The new SKF model has constantly the
highest losses. The dierence to Schaeer and Amesim models comes mainly from the
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Table 9: Equivalent dynamic bearing loads in the rst load step. Refer to table 1 for the
abbreviations. Numbers marked with * are based on SKF values and numbers with

†

are

based on Schaeer values.
Bearing

Fr

CRB

14

RLCB

X

Y

P1

0

1

0

14

14

25

0

1

0

25

25

TRB

11

10

0.67

2.3* 2.2344†

30.4* 29.7†

14.9

ALCB

0

10

0.6

1.07

10.7

10

Table 10:

Fa

(kN)

(kN)

(kN) eq. (3)

P1

(kN) eq. (2)

Frictional moments based on equivalent dynamic loads calculated by the

Coulomb frictional moment Eq. (2) and the simple SKF model Eq. (5).
Bearing

µ

d

CRB

0.0011

170

240

1309

RLCB

0.0011

220

310

3025

4263

TRB

0.0018

180

250

4920

3345

ALCB

0.0020

220

340

2354

3400

(mm)

dm

(mm)

MSKF

(Nmm)

MCoulomb

(Nmm)

1848

Table 11: Frictional moments based on the Schaeer model in equations (9) and (10),
and the similar Amesim model in equations (13) and (14). All the moments are in (Nmm)
units.
Bearing

f0

f1

M0

M1

MSch

Moil

Mr

MAME

CRB

3

0.0004

8935

1344

10279

8501

1344

9845

RLCB

3

0.0004

19255

3100

22355

18319

3100

21419

TRB

4.5

0.004

15148

2971

18120

14412

2967

17379

ALCB

4

0

33871

0

33871

32225

0

32225

Table 12: Frictional moments based on the new SKF model of section 3.1.2.2. All the
moments are in (Nmm) units.

Mrr

Msl

Mdrag

Mnew SKF

CRB

9712

102

1753

11567

RLCB

19278

235

6440

25952

TRB

33466

182

4614

38263

ALCB

8720

1886

2710

13317

Bearing
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Figure 33: Total torque losses based on dierent models during the reference load steps.

Figure 34: Total power losses based on dierent models during the reference load steps.
Since the rotation speed is held constant, the power losses are obtained from the torque
losses directly by constant coecient multiplication.
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high tapered rolling bearing losses in the new SKF model. For example in the rst load
step the TRB losses are over two times higher than in the other models, as seen from
tables 11 and 12. However, the angular load bearing has twofold lower losses in the new
SKF model compared to Schaeer in this step.
The total power losses for all the models can be calculated from the general form of power
losses in equation (4), even though the models usually have their own expressions such as
equation (5) or (11). With the reference rotation speed of 1000 RPM, the power losses
are

NR =

2πn
M ≈ 104.72 · M
60

(W)

where the torque losses are nally converted to (Nm). Since this only a constant coecient
the behavior of the power losses between dierent models is the same as the torque
losses. Figure 34 recaps the total losses. The simple models predict power losses of only
few kilowatts during all the load steps. The more complicated models predict losses of
about

5.2

10 kW.
Preliminary Tests

Reference test results were proposed to be performed according to values given in tables
4  6. However, practical limitations from the test rig imposed some constraints on the
available test conditions. Most of the results in this section consider the measured torque
losses, which are reported as RMS (root mean square) values over 5 minute periods taken
during as stable temperature conditions as possible.

Uncertainty estimations are not

reported for the torque measurement results. The torque transducer has linearity error of

0.3 %

or less of the rated sensitivity [45], meaning that for the

maximum

1.5 Nm.

500 Nm

model the error is

This value would be practically masked by the gure symbols for the

large torque scales considered in this work.
The rst preliminary test performed without load indicated signicantly higher torque
losses than expected based on theory. For example gure 35 shows that torque losses were
over

150 Nm

without load, which is higher than the highest losses under load predicted

by theoretical models in the previous section. It was deduced that the unexpectedly high
losses are related to oil drag losses due to inecient oil draining from the test device.
In order to study this phenomenon oil ow to the test rig was decreased from the initial
values shown in table 5.
Results from decreasing oil ow are also shown in gure 35. As can be seen the torque
losses are decreased when the ow is limited. However decreased losses are also related
to better thermal balance of the test rig components. The temperature graphs shown in
the gure indicate that losses are also decreasing as the temperature increases.
One related limitation for the test rig was the main rotation motor. Because lower losses
were expected, the electrical motor tted to the system has maximum torque of about

240 Nm.

This value is so close to the observed torque losses, that occasionally the test rig

motor would decrease the speed unexpectedly or shut down completely during the initial
tests. Example of this situation with unstable rotational speed is shown in gure 36.
Based on the above considerations, the optimum oil amount test as described in table 6 was
discarded, and instead incorporated to reference test described in table 4. Consequently
the oil ow rates during reference tests were lower than the initial values shown in table 5.
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Additionally, the load levels were scaled down based on the observed losses.

During

nominal load gearbox high speed shaft loads for the design under test are about

200 kN

radial load and 80kN axial load.

These values are considerably too high for the losses

observed and therefore the maximum load had to be decreased to

60 kN and 24 kN.

These

values are readily present in table 4.
Next section 5.3 presents the reference test results after the modications considered in
this section. Section 5.4 considers the oil drag losses alluded in this section in more detail.

Figure 35: Higher than expected torque losses were observed at the preliminary commissioning tests. Decreasing oil ow to the test device has a decreasing eect on the losses,
but increasing general temperature is also aecting the losses. Total oil ow includes ow
to both the tested and load bearings. Temperatures shown are from the tested TRB GS
bearing and radial load bearing.

Figure 36: During preliminary test runs test rig speed did not stay constant, but started
to uctuate when the motor maximum torque of about

240 Nm

was reached.
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5.3

Experimental Values

After test rig limitations considered in the previous section, reference test stages were
chosen according to table 4. Oil temperature limits shown in table 5 were noted when
possible. During the higher load stages oil inlet temperature would typically reach about
65 ◦C. As discussed in the previous section, oil ow rates were lower than the values
given in table 5 due to oil amount optimisation.
about

8 L/min

Flow rate for the tested CRB was

and ow rate to the tested TRB about

10 L/min.

Example of typical test

conditions during the load stages is given in gure 37.

5.3.1 Eect of load levels on torque losses
As in section 5.1, the rst load stage is used as a more detailed example of the calculations.
As seen in gure 38 total torque losses uctuated between about
a RMS value of

181 Nm.

170 Nm and 190 Nm with

The measured losses are therefore about twice the amount of

the highest predicted losses of

89 Nm

by the new SKF model.

Theoretical and measured total torque losses from load stages 1  8 are presented in
table 13 and gure 40. It is evident that the measured losses continue to be almost twice
as high as the highest losses predicted by the new SKF model.
To increase reliability of results, the same load stages were also executed as a ramp down
starting from the highest load. These results are included in gure 40 and indicate slight
hysteresis, with higher losses on the ramp down.

Torque losses on the rst load stage

during ramp down are presented for reference in gure 39. Comparing to gure 38, the
torque variation is slightly decreased.

This is probably due to better thermal balance

during ramp down, when the test rig has been operated for a long time.
Finally, torque losses during load stages 1  8 are presented in gure 41. It can be seen
that the losses typically peak when the load is increased.

The losses generally settle

on a constant level after about 10 minutes. It is also seen that during ramp down the
highest load stages do not exhibit as clear step change in losses. This is connected to the
aforementioned settling period.

Figure 37: Typical test conditions during reference test. Oil inlet temperature between
◦
61 and 64 C. Oil ow rates to the tested bearings remain constant.
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Figure 38: Measured total torque losses during the rst load step at ramp up.

Figure 39: Measured total torque losses during the rst load step at ramp down.
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Table 13: Theoretical and experimental total torque losses during load stages 1  8. All
values are in (Nm) units. Measured values during ramp up indicated as (Meas.), measured
values during ramp down indicated as (Meas. 2).
Step

Meas.

Meas. 2

SKF New

Schaeer

AMESim

Coulomb

SKF Simp.

1

181

186

89

85

81

13

12

2

182

189

93

86

82

15

14

3

186

193

97

88

84

18

16

4

188

196

101

89

85

21

19

5

190

198

105

91

87

23

21

6

197

201

108

92

88

26

23

7

206

204

111

94

90

28

26

8

209

209

114

95

91

31

28

Figure 40:

Theoretical and experimental total torque losses during load steps 1  8.

Measured values are signicantly higher than theoretical values, but follow similar linearly
increasing trend.
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Figure 41: Measured total torque losses during load stages 1  8. Values for table 13 are
taken as RMS values over the last 5 minutes of each stage.

5.3.2 Temperature change of lubrication oil
Oil temperatures during the rst load stage at the test device inlet and outlets for the
tested bearings are presented in gure 42. For this load step the typically used value of
10 ◦C temperature increase from inlet to outlet is rather accurate. Temperature change
◦
in the tested cylindrical roller bearing was 8 C. Change in the rotor side bearing of
◦
◦
the tapered roller bearing pair was 9 C and in the generator side bearing 10 C. Oil
temperature values are taken as 5 minute RMS values during the same periods as used
for the torque RMS values.
Oil temperature changes for the other load stages are presented in table 14 and graphed
in gure 43. It is evident that oil temperature dierence for CRB remains rather constant
◦
◦
at about 8  9 C and for rotor side TRB at about 12  13 C. However, the temperature
◦
dierence for the generator side TRB oil outlet increases to about 25 C before stabilising.
Table 14: Oil temperature increase from test device inlet to specied bearing outlet.
Ramp up

Ramp down

Load Step

CRB

TRB RS

TRB GS

CRB

TRB RS

TRB GS

1

7.8

8.9

10.0

7.7

13.1

25.4

2

8.3

9.5

11.0

7.9

12.8

25.1

3

8.6

10.9

14.0

8.0

12.6

25.0

4

9.0

11.9

16.3

8.2

12.4

24.7

5

9.3

10.8

18.8

8.3

12.4

24.7

6

9.2

11.3

21.3

8.5

12.3

24.5

7

9.0

12.0

23.8

8.7

12.4

24.5

8

8.9

12.4

24.4

8.9

12.4

24.4
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Figure 42: Measured oil inlet and exit temperatures during the rst load step.

Figure 43: Oil inlet and outlet temperatures during the load steps.
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5.3.3 Eect of rotational speed on torque and power losses
The eect of rotational speed on torque losses was studied by performing the same load
levels as discussed so far on increased speed of 1100 RPM. These load stages therefore correspond to stages 9  16 of table 4. Test conditions for oil ow rate and inlet temperature
were similar as for the lower 1000 RPM case as in gure 37.
Torque losses during these load stages are presented in gure 44. Similarly to the other
case, 5 minutes RMS values were taken from the end of each stage during the ramp up
and ramp down. These values are presented with theoretical predictions in gure 45 and
table 15. Comparing these values to table 13 it can be seen that the losses are lower with
the higher speed. This phenomenon is discussed further in section 5.4.
Finally, calculated total power losses from all load stages are presented in gure 46. As
was discussed before, power losses are calculated simply by multiplying with rotational
frequency. Therefore due to increased torque losses, the power losses are also higher than
the theoretical values.

Figure 44: Measured total torque losses during load stages 9  16 of table 4.
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Table 15: Theoretical and experimental total torque losses during load stage 9  16. All
values are in (Nm) units. Measured values during ramp up indicated as (Meas.), measured
values during ramp down indicated as (Meas. 2)
Step

Meas.

Meas. 2

SKF New

Schaeer

AMESim

Coulomb

SKF Simp.

9

171

177

93

90

86

13

12

10

178

181

98

91

87

15

14

11

183

185

102

93

89

18

16

12

187

188

106

94

90

21

19

13

189

191

109

96

92

23

21

14

202

194

112

97

93

26

23

15

200

197

115

99

95

28

26

16

201

201

118

100

96

31

28

Figure 45: Theoretical and experimental total torque losses during load steps 9  16.
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Figure 46: Theoretical and experimental total power losses during all load stages.

As

seen in table 5, stages 1  8 and 9  16 have the same load levels, but stages 9  16 are
executed with higher speed of 1100 RPM. This is readily visible in the power losses.

5.4

Analysis and Discussion

This section considers the ndings and results discussed mainly in the two previous sections. The section starts with oil ow rate and cooling comparisons before focusing on
the observed high torque losses.

Unexpected torque losses are treated mainly as drag

losses as discussed in section 5.4.2. Anomalous behaviour of decreased losses with higher
rotational speed is analysed in section 5.4.3. Finally, simulated Amesim values are briey
considered in section 5.4.4.

5.4.1 Oil ow rate comparisons
Based on section 3.1.3 the required oil ow rate for bearing cooling can be estimated
based on the oil properties and temperature change from inlet to outlet. According to
equation (16) required ow rate is

V̇ =

πnM
.
30 cρ∆T

Suitable values for oil properties are taken at
speed of
is used.

70 ◦C

as before.

For speed the reference

1000 RPM is used and based on the measured total torque losses value of 200 Nm
◦
If oil temperature change of only 10 C is required the required total ow rate

would then be

V̇ =

π · 1000 RPM · 200 Nm
−3
m3 /s ≈ 67.4 L/min .
3 ≈ 1.123 × 10
30 · 2240 J/kg · K · 832.5 kg/m
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As was discussed in section 5.2 the oil ow rate had to be limited due to assumed eect
on power losses. Due to this limitation the change in oil temperature was higher than the
◦
presumed 10 C.
As was presented in table 14, the oil temperature change for the tested CRB and TRB
◦
on the rotor side was on average 10 C. However the temperature change for the tested
◦
TRB on the generator side was about 25 C. Although not presented separately in the
◦
results, the temperature change for the radial load bearing was about 20 C. Based on
◦
these values setting the average temperature change to be 15 C the required ow rate
would be about

45 L/min.

Actual measured total oil ow rate includes the values for the tested bearings shown in
gure 37 and the ow rates for the load bearings.

11 L/min

and to the ALCB was about

device was about

35 L/min.

6 L/min.

Flow rate to the RLCB was about
Thus the total ow rate to the test

Inverting equation (16) it can be seen that this ow rate
19 ◦C. This values correlates well with the

would produce temperature increase of about

measured values for the bearings with higher increase in oil temperature.
Based on these considerations it is veried that equation (16) yields a reasonable estimate
of the required ow rate for bearing cooling. More detailed analysis would require estimation of the distribution of the torque losses among dierent bearings. When only the
total torque loss is measured it is feasible to estimate total ow rates to the test device.

5.4.2 Drag losses
As already noted several times, higher than expected torque losses were measured throughout the measurement campaign. Since the new SKF model predicts the highest losses and
thus resembles the measured values best, it is used as a reference in this section. Observing the torque losses in tables 13 and 15 it can be seen that the increase in losses from
the lowest load to the highest is of similar magnitude as the measured values.
Increases in torque losses are combined to table 16.

It is evident that the measured

changes in total torque losses are very similar to values of the new SKF model, particularly
during ramp down measurements. This is a clear indication of unexpectedly high load
independent losses in the test system.
The highest temperatures in the system were constantly on the radial load bearing. Therefore it is assumed that also the highest losses occur on this bearing. This agrees with the
Schaeer model, but for new SKF model the tapered roller bearing pair had higher losses.
Due to highest temperatures in RLCB, it is discussed in more detail here.
Table 16: Increase in total torque losses from the lowest to highest load, that is to say
from stage 1 to 8 for 1000 RPM and from stage 9 to 16 for 1100 RPM. Measured changes
are similar as the values predicted by SKF New model.
Rotational Speed

SKF New

Measured Ramp Up

Measured Ramp Down

RPM

Nm

Nm

Nm

1000

24.6

27.4

22.6

1100

24.6

29.8

24.5
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Total torque losses according to new SKF model for the RLCB were presented in ta-

Mrr = 19 278 Nmm, sliding frictional loss
Msl = 235 Nmm and drag loss Mdrag = 6440 Nmm. Therefore the drag losses are about
26 % of the total losses of 25 952 Nmm. Sliding frictional losses are less than 1 % of the
ble 12.

For clarity, rolling frictional loss was

total and thus negligible.
Torque loss values were obtained from the SKF bearing calculator [44] which also species
the oil level for the situation based on bearing geometry. For the RLCB the oil level

27 mm

according to the calculator. The RLCB mean diameter

dm

is

310 mm.

H

is

Therefore

the relative oil level compared to the mean diameter is

HR =
Figure 48 presents the drag loss factor

H
≈ 0.087.
dm
VM

as a function of

HR .

It can be seen that

the drag loss factor has a strong dependence on the relative oil level. As was presented
in equation (8), the rst term of drag loss increases linearly with VM . Due to factor of
1.093 × 10−7 in the second term, its eect is very small. Therefore the drag losses increase
eectively linearly with

VM .

This is also shown in gure 47, where calculated drag losses

for the RLCB are presented with dierent drag loss factors.
Considering the RLCB studied, increase of oil level from
sent increase of

72 %.

27 mm

to

46.5 mm

would repre-

However this increase is small compared to total size of the bearing,

whose outer diameter is

400 mm.

62 mm would be 129 %
3.5 cm and change of about 9 % relative

Similarly increasing the level to

relative increase, but practically elevation of only

to the outer diameter of the bearing. These values along with other example values are
presented in table 17 with drag loss factors taken from gure 48.

Figure 47: Calculated RLCB drag losses as a function of drag loss factor.
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Figure 48: Drag loss factor

VM

as a function of relative oil level. Figure from [22].
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27 mm is used
are D = 400 mm

Table 17: Eect of oil level in drag loss factor and torque losses. Oil level of
as a baseline for the comparison values. Bearing dimensions for RLCB
and

dm = 310 mm.
H

∆H/H

∆H/D

H/dm

Mtotal

Mdrag /Mtotal

%

%

-

VM
×10−3

Mdrag

mm

Nm

Nm

%

27

0

0

0.087

0.1

6.6

25.7

26

31

15

1

0.1

0.12

7.9

27

29

46.5

75

5

0.15

0.23

14.8

33.9

44

62

130

9

0.2

0.35

22.3

41.5

54

155

474

32

0.5

0.7

45.1

64.3
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Similar relations as presented hold for the other bearings in the test setup.

Based on

the above considerations and in particular the values in table 17 oil level increase of few
centimetres can eectively nearly double the total torque losses for the bearings under
test.

Increase of few centimetres in oil level for all bearings would produce estimated

40 Nm to 80 Nm higher total torque losses than the normal theoretical values.

With these

additions the total torque losses of the new SKF model start to reach similar levels as the
measured torque losses.
The oil level hypothesis could not be readily veried due to closed nature of the test
device. However as was discussed in section 5.2 it was observed that limiting of oil ow
rate led to decreased torque losses.

This along with the fact that the change in losses

with change in load levels corresponds to the SKF theoretical values would indicate the
oil level as the most probable factor for the elevated torque losses.

5.4.3 Rotational speed and torque losses
Measured total torque losses were found out to be slightly lower when the rotational
speed was 1100 RPM compared to 1000 RPM as can be seen from comparison of tables
13 and 15.
Lower losses with higher speed are in contrast with the theory presented in section 3.1.2.
According to the simple models, the torque losses are not dependent of the rotational
speed and according to the advanced models part of the torque losses should increase as
nx . For the new SKF model the rolling frictional moment increases with exponent 0.6
according to equation (6). For Schaeer model the load independent losses increase with
the exponent value

2/3

according to equation (9).

During ramp up the dierences in torque losses were more random but during ramp
down more constant with the 1100 RPM load cases having about

7



8 Nm

lower losses.

This could indicate discrepancy due to better thermal balance or higher oil temperature
leading to lower viscosity. However the test conditions were generally similar during the
load stages.

Another possibility is that the test rig performance improves with higher

speeds. Comparison of torque losses with these two speeds are plotted against the radial
load in gure 49.
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Figure 49: Torque losses with 1000 and 1100 RPM during ramp down. Contrary to theory
losses are lower with higher speed.

5.4.4 Temperature behaviour and simulations
Bearing outer ring temperatures were measured from six positions positioned

60◦

apart.

Results shown in gure 50 and 51 indicate that no signicant dierences were observed
for the dierent positions.

Generally the highest temperatures were measured at the

radial load bearing (RLCB) and the lowest in the tested cylindrical roller bearing (CRB).
Average temperatures of each bearing from load stage 9  16 are gathered in table 18.
Simulated temperatures for load stage 9  16 obtained from the full Amesim model of
the test device described in section 4.4.2 are presented in gure 52 and also in table 18.
Contrary to measured values, the highest temperatures are simulated to be in the axial
load bearing (ALCB). This is consistent with the the theoretical torque losses of the

Table 18: Simulated bearing temperatures and measured average bearing temperatures
during load stages 9  16. Measured values are taken during ramp down from stage 16.
Measured

Simulated

Step

CRB

TRB RS

TRB GS

RLCB

ALCB

CRB

TRB

RLCB

ALCB

9

75.2

77.1

83.2

92.2

80.2

69.7

75.8

74.9

79.9

10

75.9

77.3

83.4

93.9

80.5

71.6

77.0

76.5

81.0

11

76.4

77.4

83.5

95.2

80.6

71.9

77.4

76.9

81.1

12

76.8

77.6

83.8

96.3

80.7

72.1

77.7

77.3

81.2

13

77.1

77.5

83.8

96.9

80.7

72.4

78.0

77.6

81.3

14

77.2

77.4

83.7

97.3

80.6

72.4

75.9

77.4

80.7

15

77.2

77.2

83.6

97.6

80.4

72.8

78.6

78.3

81.4

16

76.9

76.9

83.3

97.4

79.8

73.1

78.9

78.7

81.6
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Figure 50:

Temperature distribution of the tested bearing during load stages 9  16.

Bearing index 1 refers to the CRB, index 2 TRB rotor side and index 3 TRB generator
side.

Figure 51: Temperature distribution of the load bearing during load stages 9  16. Bearing
index NU refers to the radial load bearing and index QJ to the axial load bearing.
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Schaeer model which is used as the basis for Amesim model. As was shown in table 11
the axial load bearing has the highest losses. The lowest temperatures are simulated to
be in the CRB, agreeing with the measured observations.
As can be seen from table 18 the simulated temperatures for the ALCB and TRB RS
◦
correlate well with the measured values, with largest dierence being only 2 C. For the
◦
◦
TRB GS and CRB the simulated values are from 4 C to 7 C lower than the measured
values.

Signicant deviation is observed for the radial load bearing, whose simulated
◦
temperatures are almost 20 C lower than measured.
Lower simulated temperatures are due to lower losses in the simulation and therefore also
lower bearing and oil temperatures. As can be seen in gure 52 the simulated oil inlet
◦
◦
temperature varies between 60 C and 63 C. The measured inlet temperatures were seen
◦
in gure 43 to increase to about 65 C during the higher loads.
Suciency of cooling power of the cooler and its eect on bearing temperatures was briey
simulated, by forcing the system to have higher power losses by running the simulation
with signicantly higher rotational speed of

1800 RPM.

Results for this simulation are

shown in gure 53. It is evident that the simulation produces similar results as measured.
This is most clearly seen in the temperature of the oil inlet which looses its cyclical
behaviour and starts to creep continuously upwards, as the cooling power gets insucient.
Anomalous dip at the temperatures between

4500

and

5000

seconds is not readily clear

from the simulation parameters. The load levels and rotational speed are not changing
unexpectedly during this time-frame.
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Figure 52: Simulated temperature behaviour during load stages 9  16.

Figure 53: Simulated temperature behaviour with rotational speed of

1800 RPM.
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6

CONCLUSION

Component-level test device for wind turbine gearbox high speed shaft and its bearings
had been designed prior to starting of this thesis. Practical work for this thesis included
the implementation of measurement devices, control logic and automation necessary to
operate the test device.

Related to this, the main practical goal of the thesis was the

commissioning and execution of reference test runs for the test device. Commissioning
was also requested to include the development of simulation model for the test device
using Amesim software.
Main measurement related goals included the investigation of temperature change of lubrication oil as it traverses from test device inlet to outlet and updating of Amesim bearing
models based on the test results. These goals were based on observed requirements for
more detailed values to be used in Moventas bearing lubrication design.
The practical objective of test device control logic implementation is detailed in section
4.3.

Developed control logic and automation were discovered to be working very well

during the preliminary test phase.

Due to smooth operation of automation system, it

was not discussed in more detail.

However, it is evident from many of the presented

graphs that the system response to changing test parameters is immediate and that no
unexpected stops or change of test conditions are experienced.
Considering measurements, the change in lubrication oil temperature as it cools the bearings was measured at multiple dierent load levels. As discussed in section 5.3.2 the
◦
previously used estimate of 10 C is valid for some of the bearings in the test setup. On
◦
the other hand temperature increase of 25 C was measured for the tapered roller bearing
pair generator side bearing.
As discussed in section 5.4.1 it was veried that the previously used model provides reasonable estimation of the required lubrication ow rate. However, the ow rate equation
should be used separately for dierent bearings, since uniform heating of oil can not be
assumed according to above mentioned results.
It should also be noted that uncertainty estimations were not considered in the scope of
this work. This is mainly due to large measurement scales of for example temperature
and torque.

As was mentioned in the beginning of section 5.2 the torque transducer

measurement error was so low that the error bars would be eectively masked by the
gure symbols.

Similarly, the uncertainty of the Pt-100 sensors used for temperature
0.1 ◦C, which is negligible compared to the temperature

measurements is generally below
scales studied.

The practical and theoretical results obtained from the test device are limited by the fact
that the device experienced signicantly higher torque losses than were expected based on
the theoretical background. As was discussed in section 5.3 the total torque losses of the
test device were generally about
losses of about

100 Nm.

200 Nm while the theoretical values would have indicated

On the other hand, it was observed that the measured increase

of torque losses with increasing loads was similar to the advanced theoretical models. In
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particular, the measured values were very similar to the so called new SKF model, as is
noted in table 16.
Notion of similar changes in torque losses combined with observation that the test rig
torque losses decreased with decreasing oil ow rate, indicate that the unexpectedly high
torque losses are mainly load independent losses.

These losses are treated as oil drag

losses and discussed in section 5.4.2. Signicant eect of oil level inside the bearing on
drag loss factor and further on torque losses is noted in particular.
Practical limitations from the test device induced some changes to the preliminary aspirations of the test program. As discussed above, measured torque losses were of the order

200 Nm

and higher. Because lower torque losses were expected based on the theory, the

test device was tted with a motor for which the maximum torque is about

240 Nm.

Due

to this experimental challenge, the load levels for the test device had to be scaled down.
Executed highest load stage had radial load of

60 kN

and axial load of

24 kN

as seen for

example in gure 40. These values are small compared to load experienced by the high
speed shaft during actual wind turbine operation, where nominal loads for the current
design are about

200 kN

and
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the radial and axial directions, respectively. Due to

this discrepancy, the measured values for the test device were not compared to the values
measured for actual gearboxes in prototype tests, as was originally intended.
Bearing model update for Amesim was not performed as a part of the thesis due to
mentioned unexpectedly high torque losses.

It was observed in section 5.4.4 that the

Amesim model produces reasonable estimates of the test device, therefore the device
could be used to develop the bearing calculations once the torque loss issues are corrected.
Additionally, the bearing inner ring optional temperature measurements were not installed
due to complexity of the measurement setup.

Due to this, the temperature resistance

models considered in section 3.3.4 were eventually not analysed.
Future measurements should focus on studying the eect of oil level and the possibility of
decreasing the load independent losses closer to a level resembling theory. Once the issue of
increased torque losses is cleared, the high speed shaft bearing tester can be used eciently
to study multiple bearing lubrication related phenomena. Test device automation control
was observed to work reliably and safely and therefore also autonomous operation could be
feasible in the future. Further down the line interesting opportunity would be to replace
the tested bearing with plain bearing variants.

This would require disassembly of the

device and could also be used as a timeframe to modify the oil draining design, as it was
hypothesized that the drag losses are due to inecient draining and increased oil level.
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